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Introduction
The U.S. Navy is asking Congress to fund
its tenth nuclear-powered aircraft carrier,
designated CVN-76, the ninth of the USS
Nimitz (CVN-68) class. With a price tag of
$4.5 billion, the CVN-76 is the most expensive
single weapons system in the FY 1995 defense
budget.1 The new carrier is scheduled to join
the fleet in the year 2003, with funding for
another (projected at over $6.1 billion)2 to
follow at the turn of the century.

admission that military justifications are no
longer paramount; the desire to retain a nuclear
reactor and shipbuilding infrastructure is now
the primary reason for building more nuclear
carriers. "Neither the carrier [CVN-76] nor the
SSN [nuclear-powered attack submarine] work
is being justified on the basis of force levels,"
Nuclear Propulsion Director Admiral Bruce
DeMars bluntly admitted before Congress in
April 1992. Rather, he explained, "The issue is
how to sustain essential capabilities which, if
lost, cannot practically be reconstituted."3
Building nuclear ships to keep an industry alive
which has no utility in the civilian economy is
incompatible with U.S. national security policy
and interests.

Can the United States afford to build more
nuclear-powered aircraft carriers? And more
importantly, is nuclear propulsion needed for
aircraft carrier operations at all?
The Navy claims nuclear aircraft carriers are
necessary and that additional construction and
support costs are justified because of significant
military advantages gained from nuclear
propulsion. Neither is true. Not only are
nuclear carriers more expensive in every facet
of their life cycles, but the promises and
expectations of significant military advantages
from nuclear propulsion are not evident from
past and current naval operations. In fact, the
Navy itself does not make use of the advantages
it highlights as justifying nuclear propulsion.

The United States would gain more from
pursuing a global ban on the use of nuclear
power for naval warships than struggling to
sustain a too expensive and shrinking nuclear
industry for scenarios and conflicts that are
unlikely ever to happen. Whether it be a
Russian Navy returning to blue water
ambitions, or a hypothetical scenario of a
hostile country suddenly surging dozens of yet
to be built nuclear warships into the world's
oceans, no credible threat can justify continuing
to build nuclear warships. A ban on nuclear
propulsion is smart because it would save
money at home, boost U.S. non-proliferation
objectives abroad, and consolidate scarce
resources in a healthier and more vital nonnuclear shipbuilding industry.

The United States is cutting defense budgets,
a process that requires smart planning and
innovative ideas. Highly maneuverable "bluewater" naval forces are being transformed from
a global scenario of facing the Soviet Union to
tailoring for "stand-off" interventions in littoral
waters against rogue regimes. Even if nuclear
propulsion did yield the significant military
advantages argued by nuclear proponents, such
capabilities exceed the military needs facing
U.S. naval forces in the post-Cold War era.

Already, there is some congressional interest
in steering away from the Navy's all-nuclear
plan. Eight congressmen wrote to Secretary of
Defense Les Aspin in February 1993 that they
believed it was in the U.S. national interest to
retain "a significant number of conventional
4
carriers" in the fleet. Though committed in the
FY 1995 shipbuilding budget, the enormous
cost of CVN-76 has been challenged by Senator
Alfonse D'Amato (R-NY), Representative Ron

As the Cold War came to a close, the overall
pace of shipbuilding also declined. But the
cocksure commitment to nuclear carriers was
never re-examined. In fact, there has been an
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Dellums (D-CA), chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, Representative Robert
Andrews (D-NJ), and Senator Russ Feingold
(D-WI).5

This study does not make alternative
recommendations regarding ship designs or
military strategies.
Nevertheless, there are
some basic observations:

The Bottom-Up Review conducted in the
first year of the Clinton Administration decided
to defer funding of the next Nimitz ship (CVN77) until after FY 1999, pending completion of
a study to evaluate alternative aircraft carrier
concepts for the 21st century.6
The
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has outright
suggested cutting the carrier fleet below the 12
boats outlined by the Bottom-Up Review to ten
or even seven carriers.7 Finally, although
largely motivated by a desire to save
conventional naval bases that were earmarked
for closure as part of the defense drawdown,
Congress ordered a study of the costs associated
with nuclear versus conventional carriers.8 The
study is expected to evaluate ship-on-ship cost
comparisons as well as life cycle differences.

* The cost of nuclear power is not justified,
in peacetime or in wartime, in terms of useful
military capability. Nuclear ships are more
expensive, less available, and only comparable
in generating and sustaining air operations.
They operate as part of integrated and
increasingly joint military missions close to
land, and nuclear-powered carriers are not used
any differently than their conventional
counterparts.
* The costs associated with uranium mining
and enrichment, fuel fabrication, spent fuel and
reactor disposal, and the environmental legacy
associated with reactor development and use,
are barely factored into, but are a significant
consideration in, overall program cost.

Evaluating the claims of military advantage,
however, is not anticipated and is more difficult
and subjective. The purpose of this study is to
attempt an examination of the performance of
nuclear versus conventional carriers during
actual crises and warfare.

* Smaller platforms such as large-deck
amphibious ships have begun to serve many of
the same functions as mega-carriers. Today's
large-deck amphibious ships with vertical/short
take-off and landing (V/STOL) aircraft are
larger than the new nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier currently being constructed in France.
These ships are described by the U.S. Navy as
"enough to compensate for the reduced number
of [large] carriers" in certain scenarios.9

The conclusions are surprising. In normal
military operations, no meaningful advantage
has ever been attained by the nuclear carrier
force. In fact, the Navy's own evaluations of
military operations do not even distinguish
between nuclear and conventional ships. Each
platform
has
certain
advantages
and
disadvantages in performance, but in real world
operations, nuclear ships are not practically
thought to be more capable or operated
differently than conventional ships. Nuclear
and conventional ships have the same missions.

* Nuclear power has associated with it
additional political liabilities that always
constrain its operations -- foreign port calls and
basing, and passage of controlled straits and
canals -- thereby reducing the flexibility of
nuclear-powered ships.
* Proportionally, the burden of nuclear
power will increase as the overall size of the
Navy continues to decline, thus further
aggravating the shortage in the Navy's
shipbuilding budget and limiting flexibility in

Rather than conveying this reality to the
Clinton Administration and to Congress,
however, the Navy continues its quest for an
all-nuclear-powered aircraft carrier force.
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downsizing efforts.10
* If the Navy eliminated nuclear-powered
aircraft carriers, savings could be put towards
urgent domestic programs and foreign assistance
projects, or reducing the sizeable national debt.
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Summary and Main Findings
Proponents of nuclear propulsion for aircraft
carriers argue that nuclear power provides
unique military capabilities over conventional
ships that justify the additional resources. Over
the years of arguing for a nuclear fleet,
proponents have listed a variety of advantages
gained from nuclear propulsion. Some lists
have been more extensive than others.11 The
Navy's most recent (March 1994) white paper
promoting a new nuclear carrier lists three main
military advantages derived from nuclear
propulsion:

on-station,
fewer
cruises,
and
briefer
deployments than conventional counterparts (see
Tables 7 and 8).
In the Gulf War, nuclear propulsion was
inconsequential. Despite half of the Navy's
carrier fleet being nuclear-powered, only one
such boat -- the USS Theodore Roosevelt
(CVN-71) -- took part in the war. Nuclear
propulsion did not speed up its deployment, did
not allow it to stand down or replenish less than
conventional carriers, did not enable it to carry
more aircraft, and did not enable it to launch
more strike sorties or drop significantly more
bombs on targets in Iraq and Kuwait. In fact,
the nuclear carrier achieved the lowest combat
mission performance of any carrier deployed in
the Gulf War, and in some important offensive
categories, such as "kill-box" strike missions,
mustered fewer missions than the other carriers
deployed inside the Persian Gulf (see Table 20).

1. virtually unlimited range at maximum speed;
2. the ability to remain on-station indefinitely
without refueling; and
3. greater storage capacity for combat
consumables, such as bombs and jet fuel.12
The findings in our report, however,
conclude that during the two last major wars
(the Vietnam and Gulf Wars), the period
between the two conflicts, as well as in crisis
responses and deployments in general,
operations have not matched the promises or
expectations of nuclear propulsion. Nuclearpowered aircraft carriers do not transit faster to
a region, remain longer on-station, or drop
significantly more ordnance or launch more
aircraft sorties than do conventionally powered
carriers. In fact, the Navy itself does not
appear to distinguish between nuclear and
conventional carriers in its operational planning
or crisis preparations.

Nuclear-powered aircraft carriers do
not transit faster to a region, remain
longer on-station, or drop significantly
more ordnance or launch more aircraft
sorties than do conventionally powered
carriers.
In three categories of flight operations,
however, the USS Roosevelt demonstrated
higher performance by launching more overall
sorties, more strike missions, more aerial
refueling sorties, and dropping more bombs
than any conventional aircraft carrier taking part
in the war (see Tables 10, 18, 22, and 23). To
conclude that this accomplishment was due to
nuclear propulsion, however, would be an
error. The higher performance was achieved
only because the USS Roosevelt is a bigger ship
-- not because it is nuclear-powered.

In the Vietnam War, nuclear refueling
delayed the deployment of the only nuclear
carrier in the fleet at the time -- the USS
Enterprise (CVN-65) -- by nearly a year and
forced the carrier into the least impressive
"turnaround"13 period of any carrier in the war.
Despite the Navy's general claims, the USS
Enterprise neither deployed faster nor carried
more aircraft squadrons than other carriers, and
its war efficiency was restrained with less time
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Even in those categories of flight operations
where the nuclear carrier did better than its
conventional competitors, performance fell far
short of the extra capacity cited by the Navy to
justify nuclear propulsion. The Chief of Naval
Operations
Aircraft
Carrier
Handbook
specifically justifies a 50 percent higher
construction cost of the USS Roosevelt over a
conventional carrier because of its capacity to
carry 70 percent more aviation fuel, 50 percent
more ordnance, and a 20 percent greater
ordnance strike-up.14 But in the war, the
nuclear carrier only flew 13 percent more aerial
tanker sorties, three percent more strike
missions, and dropped only 14 percent more
ordnance. Clearly, in a procurement costbenefit analysis, the accomplishment of the USS
Roosevelt's air wing is offset by the ship's 50
percent higher construction cost, 16 percent
greater size, and 16 percent extra crew (see
Tables 10, 18, 22, and 23).15

and what it can do -- the nuclear carrier
obviously has greater endurance. So when I
look at them from an operational standpoint, I
mix them. But one is one or one is the other,
as far as what the capability of the carrier can
do.... I do not think operationally that when we
schedule the operation, we schedule whether it
is a nuclear carrier or a conventional carrier."
He added, "Whatever carrier is available in its
maintenance cycle and training cycle is the one
we send."16
In conclusion, there is no evidence that the
Navy itself assigned nuclear ships or made use
of the alleged "unique" capabilities it credits to
its nuclear warships in the war.17
Nuclear power provides certain theoretical
advantages in now abandoned Cold War
scenarios. But even here, the main advantage of
nuclear power, its independence from outside
support, has never been a practical advantage.
Aircraft carriers, nuclear-powered or not, rarely
go to sea without the company of escort ships,
nearly all of which are conventionally powered.
All carrier battle groups, in addition, are
escorted by slower supply ships that carry
everything the task force needs to sustain
operations. Sea operations, while in theory
sustainable at a high tempo because of nuclear
power, are in fact significantly restricted by
human and physical realities. A nuclear ship
might be able to steam without limit, but pilots
cannot fly without rest and breaks, aircraft
require maintenance, repair demands periods of
slowed tempo, and resupply requires stand
downs.

The Navy's case for a nuclear advantage has
historically hinged on having nuclear cruisers
escorting nuclear carriers, facilitating the
advantages of speed and independence.
Nevertheless, no nuclear escorts were assigned
to the USS Roosevelt battle group for the transit
from the United States.

"I do not think operationally that when
we schedule the operation, we schedule
whether it is a nuclear carrier or a
conventional carrier."
Admiral Frank Kelso,
Operations, April 1993.

Chief

of

Naval

In fact, while the Navy argues the extra cost
of nuclear carriers is "directly offset by the
elimination of the cost of buying and delivering
propulsion fuel oil, and the reduced cost of the
logistic support forces due to less frequent
replenishment of combat consumables,"18 the
number of replenishments carried out by the
USS Roosevelt during the Gulf War equaled
those performed by the newest conventionally

In some circumstances, the Navy will admit
that these theoretical advantages of nuclear
power are inconsequential when it comes to real
life operations. As Chief of Naval Operations
Admiral Frank Kelso, told Congress in response
to questions in April 1993: "From an
operational standpoint -- about where it can go
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powered carrier, the USS Kennedy (see Table
21).

that period was mustered by the 38-year-old
USS Saratoga (CV-60) which was away from
home for seven-and-a-half months.22

Throughout an expected operating life of 50
years, a nuclear carrier will spend almost onethird of its life -- over 16 years -- in shipyards.
In contrast, a conventional carrier will spend
less than one-fourth of its time in a similar
state.19 As nuclear carriers replace conventional
ones, this nuclear overhaul and maintenance
burden will result in a smaller carrier fleet less
available for crisis response and peacetime
operations; nuclear ships are 15 percent less
available than conventional ones.20 Nuclearpowered ships, in addition, have also
historically proven to be less available when
called upon in crises. The historical record
indicates that nuclear carrier deployments lag
behind conventional deployments.

Throughout an expected operating life
of 50 years, a nuclear carrier will
spend almost one-third of its life -over 16 years -- in shipyards.

Overall, our conclusion is that the claims
that nuclear propulsion is advantageous for
naval operations are not substantiated.
In
whole, nuclear power is a burden for naval
operations, not an advantage. In making its
case for more nuclear aircraft carriers, however,
the Navy leadership has never shared the true
record with Congress or the public. Instead the
performance of nuclear warships has been
unevenly presented to ensure continued funding.

Between 1976 and 1988, for example, the
average conventional carrier was 15 percent
more active and available for crisis response,
spending more days at sea than nuclear carriers
in two out of every three years (see Table 3); all
this at reduced construction and maintenance
costs. Even after the Navy started building only
nuclear carriers in the 1970s and 1980s,
conventional carriers continued to be called
upon to respond to crises more often. In 45
such contingencies between 1980 and 1992, oilpowered aircraft carriers consistently were used
in two out of three deployments (see Table 4).

In the post-Cold War period, U.S. naval
strategy is shifting to greater emphasis on socalled littoral warfare scenarios.
These
anticipate carriers operating closer to land. In
such scenarios, the old justifications for nuclear
propulsion -- global "blue water" conflict with
the Soviet Union where high speed and
endurance at sea are advantageous for survival
against a similarly nuclear-powered and nucleararmed opponent -- are less and less conceivable
and completely outdated.23 In an age of "joint
warfare," with a regional rather than global
warfare orientation in military planning, such
scenarios are no longer conceivable.

During the Gulf War and its aftermath, the
three-year period between August 1990 and
June 1993, deployments to the Persian Gulf
region notably favor non-nuclear ships. This is
at a time when the number of nuclear and
conventional carriers in the fleet is about even,
and the phaseout of older conventional carriers
21
"that still have service life remaining"
has
been accelerated. Conventional carriers made
twice as many deployments and averaged longer
deployments than their nuclear competitors
during this period.
The longest single
deployment achieved by any aircraft carrier in
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Part I:
The Nuclear Carrier Mystique
The History of Nuclear Carriers

carrier.
The Navy wanted a four-reactor
nuclear propulsion plant, but the Department of
Defense said it was too expensive.29 As a result
the USS John F. Kennedy (CV-67), finished in
1968, had an oil-burning plant. The USS
Kennedy "should never have been built using
conventional power," the House Armed
Services Committee grieved after the launch.30

Nuclear-powered aircraft carriers are a new
phenomenon in naval operations. As early as
1958, only four years after nuclear power had
gone to sea onboard the USS Nautilus (SSN571), the Navy envisioned a fleet where six of
twelve aircraft carriers would be nuclearpowered.24 It would take more than 35 years to
realize that dream.

Yet the combined effect of two decades of
lobbying by nuclear advocates under the
stewardship of Admiral Hyman Rickover, and
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of
research, created strong nuclear support in
Congress.
"Certainly," L. Mendel Rivers,
chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee, told President Johnson in late 1967,
"there will be no additional carriers authorized
by our committee unless they are nuclearpowered."31 Even Secretary McNamara, a nonbeliever in the eyes of the nuclear lobby, gave
in and his posture statement on the fiscal years
1967-1971 budget included plans to build three
nuclear-powered aircraft carriers of the Nimitz
class.32

The first nuclear carrier, the USS Enterprise
(CVN-65), a one-of-a-kind ship, was under
design and construction for more than 10
years.25 Commissioned on 25 November 1961,
one month after the cruiser USS Long Beach
(CGN-9) became the first U.S. nuclear surface
ship, the USS Enterprise was equipped with
eight nuclear reactors to provide sufficient
power. Not only was the carrier the biggest
warship ever built, its construction price soared
from an original estimate of $314 million to
over $472 million,26
and has remained
controversial due to its maintenance costs ever
since.27
The Congress wanted a second nuclear
carrier to follow soon, and long-lead funding
was appropriated in the FY 1960 budget for a
nuclear propulsion plant. The money was not
released by the Department of Defense,
however, and Congress eventually decided to
build a conventional carrier until more
experience was collected with the nuclear
ships.28 The result was the USS America (CV66), funded in the FY 1961 budget with an oilburning power plant. It was commissioned in
1965.

The program got backing from Congress,
and the first series production of nuclear
carriers commenced. Still, the nuclear carriers
continued to be controversial. The first Nimitz
class carrier (CVN-68) was funded on schedule,
although some delay was encountered during
construction. But congressional disputes over
the second carrier, the USS Dwight D.
Eisenhower (CVN-69), caused its long-lead
funding to be stretched over two years, 1968
and 1969. Full funding was only released in
1970 because attention shifted to the third
carrier, USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70). Intense
congressional studying delayed its funding to
33
1974.

While the USS America was under
construction, a fierce battle erupted over what
propulsion type to install in the next aircraft
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Curiously, as late as 1972, at a time when
one nuclear aircraft carrier was operating and
two more were under construction, the National
Security Council had given no recommendation
relating to the role or numbers of nuclear
aircraft carriers in the fleet.34 Yet the efforts to
secure more nuclear ships continued unabated,
and at one point language was even included in
the 1975 Defense Authorization Act (Title VIII)
that first-line warships built from that date could
only be nuclear-powered. If the Administration
wanted to build conventional first-line warships,
the law said, the President had to certify that a
nuclear-powered warship would not be in the
national interest.35

extra cost "is more than offset over the service
life" and because of "overwhelming military
advantages,"41
the Reagan Administration
pressed for more nuclear carriers than any
previous administration, proposing dual-funding
in an attempt to reduce the cost of individual
ships. CVN-72 and CVN-73 were funded in
1983, and CVN-74 and CVN-75 in 1988.42
Carrying on in the tradition of the Reagan
Administration, the President Clinton wants two
more nuclear carriers to be approved before the
year 2000.43 Long-lead funding has already
been released for the first (CVN-76). Under
current plans, the Navy will convert its aircraft
carrier fleet to a solely nuclear-powered force.

However, no nuclear carriers were funded
between 1974 and 1980 due to continuing
controversy about cost.36 Long-lead funding for
the USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN-71) was
included in the FY 1977 budget, but neither the
Ford nor the Carter Administrations would
release the money.37 President Carter vetoed
the defense bill, asking that the two billion
dollars appropriated for building the carrier be
applied to other defense needs.38

More nuclear carriers were funded
between 1983 and 1988 than in any
previous period. Carrying on in the
tradition
of
the
Reagan
Administration, President Clinton
wants two more nuclear carriers to be
approved before the year 2000.

The nuclear-only provision of Title VIII had
a short life. Although the House was eager to
maintain it, the Senate Armed Services
Committee proposed in 1977 that the language
be canceled. At first the House succeeded in
defending it, but in 1978 the language was
softened. And while the new Title VIII called
upon the United States to built capable, modern
warships, obligatory construction of nuclearpowered major combatant ships was dropped.39

Yet the nuclear carrier program has received
little attention.44 No post-Cold War assessment
has taken a hard look at the need for nuclearpowered vessels.45 One major study from 1991
("Carrier 21") on future design and technology
by the National Research Council, boldly
assumes that all future large aircraft carriers
should be nuclear-powered. "Nothing in recent
experience suggest that non-nuclear power for a
new generation of large ships of the aircraft
carrier (CV) class should be preferred," the
study asserts. "Indeed, future sustainability
considerations would suggest using nuclear
power for more ships if the initial costs are
46
deemed supportable."
Despite the great
expense involved, the putative military
advantages of nuclear over conventional carriers
and the long-term environmental consequences
of continuing the nuclear commitment have not

The intensifying of the Cold War in the
1980s allowed the Reagan Administration to
stage a come back for nuclear aircraft carriers.
More nuclear carriers were funded between
1983 and 1988 than in any previous period.
While Congress had to force funding of the USS
Roosevelt upon the Carter Administration in
1980,40 the new Administration could not get
enough nuclear carriers. Convinced that the
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been evaluated.47

order to offset the loss of older ships leaving the
force between now and the year 2014, four new
Nimitz class carriers will be required to
implement the all-nuclear plan.52

As the carrier force shrinks from 13 ships in
1994 to 11 (plus one conventionally powered
training carrier held in reserve) by 1999 (see
Table 1),48 the shift to nuclear power threatens
to
create
additional
procurement
and
shipbuilding
costs
that
are
currently
unprogrammed. One argument offered by the
Bottom-Up Review for converting to a nuclearonly aircraft carrier fleet and prematurely
retiring three conventional carriers that still
have service life remaining is the "training and
maintenance efficiency to be gained by
transitioning to an all-nuclear-powered carrier
force."49
Why this necessarily means
transitioning towards a nuclear rather than
conventional carrier fleet is unclear. Building
new conventional carriers would equally support
training and maintenance efficiency, especially
considering that the rest of the surface fleet is
not nuclear.

Admiral Rickover and the Nuclear Lobby
Because of their exorbitant construction cost,
nuclear-powered
surface
ships
were
controversial from the start. Weighing cost
against military gain became an ongoing battle
between the Department of Defense and naval
nuclear advocates.
Securing congressional
support was vital to the fulfillment of Admiral
Rickover's dream of an all-nuclear force, and in
this regard he was remarkably successful.
While naval nuclear propulsion remained
cloaked in military secrecy for four decades out
of reach from public scrutiny, the Naval
Nuclear Propulsion Program under Admiral
Hyman Rickover covertly secured powerful ties
to Congress to guarantee funding. In many
ways the naval nuclear lobby outlived the
civilian government.
"Chiefs of naval
operations, secretaries of the navy, secretaries
of defense, and presidents served their terms
and departed, but Rickover remained," one
historian wrote. "Only in Congress were there
individuals who continued in office for
comparable lengths of time.
Strong ties
developed between Rickover and key legislators
on defense and atomic energy, enabling him to
exert unusual and unparalleled influence in the
introduction of nuclear propulsion into the
fleet."
At a naval aviation luncheon in
Washington, Rickover was once asked publicly,
"How do you get things done?" He answered:
"You just outlive them."53

In order to offset the loss of older ships
leaving the force between now and the
year 2014, four new Nimitz class
carriers will be required to implement
the all-nuclear plan.
To maintain the anticipated carrier force,
procurement of nuclear carriers will not end
with the ninth Nimitz class. To the contrary, as
the Navy implements its plan for a permanent
super carrier force of 11 nuclear ships, it will
have to continue building Nimitz class ships to
account for retirement and attrition. When the
last fully operational conventional carrier retires
in 2008,50 11 nuclear carriers will remain. But
one of those ships, the USS Enterprise (CVN65), will be nearly 50 years old, at the end of its
life. In order to maintain 12 carriers in the face
of retirement of all conventional ships, at least
two additional new nuclear carriers would be
required before 2014.51 This means that in

The alliance with Congress was essential to
getting the money to build nuclear warships, but
Rickover felt the Navy did not do the job. "I
must confess," he once said, "that by Navy
rules I don't know what it takes to get along
with Congress." The Navy was not comfortable
with the self-minded Admiral, who openly
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challenged its leadership. "My primary duty is
in the Atomic Energy Commission" was his
frequent
lament
before
congressional
subcommittees. "I have additional duties in the
Navy to help me do my job. This is where I get
fouled up," Rickover said. "If it weren't for the
fact that my organization was in the Atomic
Energy Commission," he once told a House
committee, "I doubt we would have a nuclear
navy today." Congressmen could sympathize
with the Admiral, the underdog fighting naval
bureaucracy. So it was in Congress that the
nuclear navy was built; "I am a creature of
Congress," Rickover would say.54

the Secretary of Defense for atomic energy, 15
Secretaries of the Navy, 18 Under Secretaries of
the Navy, 11 Chiefs of Naval Operations, 14
Vice Chiefs of Naval Operations, five Chiefs of
Naval Material, and 11 commanders of the
Naval Sea Systems Command (and its
predecessor organizations):57
On the average, each of these hundred and
twenty key officials in the Department of
Defense approval chain held his position in
little over two years. In any given year,
about four of these ten top positions had a
new incumbent. Since my own tour of
duty...spans this entire period, I undoubtedly
have a different view of the events that have
occurred than do the officials I have
mentioned and their numerous subordinates
whose approval had to be obtained before I
could proceed with my work.58

While congressmen are always invited
onboard warships for VIP visits, Admiral
Rickover did better. Entire hearings of the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy would be
held onboard nuclear-powered warships,
including the USS Nautilus (SSN-571), USS
Skipjack (SSN-585), and USS George
Washington (SSBN-598), shortly after these
types went into operation.55 Showing off the
product, talking to the crew, and getting
acquainted with the people was the best way to
ensure continued support.

Various administrations would sometimes
support and sometimes vigorously oppose
nuclear warships, but congressional support -although not guaranteed -- was much more
continuous.
Over the years, the powerful
House and Senate Armed Services Committees
and the Joint Committee of Atomic Energy
would prove to be the nuclear Navy's best
allies. Lobbying of congressional committees
was extensive, especially when orchestrating
timely reactions or hearings in response to
opposition to nuclear shipbuilding.

Rickover's congressional attention was
manifest. Once at a launching of a nuclear
submarine, Rickover was being introduced to
the wives of the ship's senior petty officers
when a congressman arrived. One officer's
wife recalled the event. "Without an 'excuse
me' or 'thank you' to the wives and men who
would go to sea and make his submarine
operate, he promptly turned away and hurried
over to the arriving congressman, who was
already being met." It was always Congress
first -- and at times Congress only.56

When the Department of Defense decided to
cancel funding of two nuclear surface ships
from the budget in 1961, for example, the
nuclear lobby quickly began preparations for a
hearing in Congress. Admiral Rickover met
with legislators and the Navy chiefs and in late
April, Carl Vinson opened the House Armed
Services Committee hearings on nuclear
shipbuilding. Vinson and Rickover had outlined
the points to be made; the hearing schedule was
changed so the Committee could hear Rickover
speak. Agreement was reached with the Senate
and one nuclear ship, the USS Truxtun (CGN-

Bureaucracy irritated Rickover. Once in
1977, looking back at three decades of serving
as head of the nuclear propulsion program, he
named 14 Secretaries of Defense, 16 Deputy
Secretaries of Defense, 13 Directors of Defense
Research and Engineering, eight assistants to
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35), was reinstalled in the budget.59

Kennedy's propulsion is a case in point of how
the nuclear lobby worked. Shortly after the
House and Senate Armed Services Committees
finished hearings on the FY 1963 shipbuilding
program, the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy was flown to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
for a tour of the USS Enterprise, followed by a
hearing onboard. The sales tour worked and in
its report the Committee concluded: "The
United States must prosecute vigorously the
conversion of the Navy to nuclear propulsion in
the surface fleet as well as in the submarine
fleet."62

The new willful Secretary of Defense,
Robert McNamara, had several clashes with
Navy and Senate leaders in the early 1960s that
would later alienate him within the nuclear
lobby and backfire during congressional
hearings. In the buildup of the naval quarantine
in the Cuban Missile Crisis in late 1962, for
example, McNamara clashed with Chief of
Naval Operations Admiral George W. Anderson
over a warship trailing a Soviet submarine. The
two men got into a fight over who should
control what the ship did. The objective of the
quarantine was not to shoot anybody,
McNamara said, but to communicate a political
message to Khrushchev. "Now, Mr. Secretary,
if you and your deputy will go back to your
offices, the Navy will run the blockade,"
Anderson responded.
"That's the end of
Anderson," McNamara told his deputy after the
event. "He won't be reappointed, and we've got
to find a replacement for him. As far as I am
concerned, he's lost my confidence." Admiral
Anderson was appointed ambassador to Portugal
in 1963.60

McNamara was not convinced, however, so
Rickover first turned to Senator John O.
Pastore, the new chairman of the Joint
Committee
on
Atomic
Energy,
who
immediately wrote to McNamara. Secretary of
the Navy Fred Korth was next on Rickover's
list, and he also contacted McNamara. A
hearing was held and virtually all the witnesses
were supporters of nuclear propulsion.
McNamara, however, did not change his mind.
Pastore was infuriated and wrote directly to
President Johnson in December 1963
complaining that the decision on the carrier
would adversely affect national security and that
the Committee hoped Congress would take
action in the coming session. As the House of
Representatives met in 1964, as many as a
dozen resolutions called for nuclear propulsion
for the ship.63 Nonetheless, McNamara won
and the USS Kennedy was completed with
conventional propulsion.

Prior to his transfer in August 1963,
Anderson sided with McNamara on what type
of propulsion the USS John F. Kennedy aircraft
carrier should have.
The Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program and the Congress had
pressed for nuclear power, but McNamara -with the backing of Admiral Anderson -rejected this. Only six months before his
appointment as ambassador to Portugal,
Anderson told his staff that the USS Kennedy
would stay conventional. But then Anderson
suddenly changed his mind. And as Congress
and the Navy made a last pitch for a nuclearpowered USS John F. Kennedy, the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy contacted
Anderson in Portugal to guarantee that his late
support for a nuclear carrier was included in the
congressional records.61

Letters of Performance
Nothing was more persuasive, however, than
a detailed account from the captain of a nuclear
ship itself praising nuclear propulsion. Admiral
Rickover would frequently use such accounts as
proof of the military advantages afforded by
nuclear power. Especially when new programs
had to be ensured.

In many ways, the battle over the USS
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In late 1962 and early 1963, for example, as
the debate heated over the USS Kennedy, the
nuclear proponents began publishing "evidence"
of the advantages of nuclear propulsion. In
October, Admiral Rickover promoted an
unclassified version of hearings held by the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy onboard the
USS Enterprise. In the foreword, Committee
Vice Chairman Chet Holifield praised the
tremendous strides nuclear propulsion had made
under Rickover and declared that it was time to
convert the surface fleet to the new
technology.64

"RADM Hayward had more than his share of
problems trying to fuel the other DD's.
Anyone who witnessed that operation would
think nuclear power is not only a bargain, but
an operational necessity for the Navy...."67
Early in 1966, Admiral Rickover had begun
collecting information on the performance of
nuclear ships off Vietnam, asking their
commanding officers to let him know of
instances in which nuclear propulsion proved
particularly advantageous. In April that year,
he wrote: "It has taken us many years to win the
fight for nuclear power in aircraft carriers. I
truly believe we can get over the top on the
acceptance of nuclear power in major fleet
escorts."68

On 2 January 1963, shortly after the Cuban
Missile Crisis, Rear Admiral J. T. Hayward,
Commander, Carrier Division Two, reported to
Secretary of the Navy Fred Korth in a letter
clearly intended for publication how the USS
Enterprise "outperforms every carrier in the
fleet."65 His assessment was soon supported by
the commander of anti-submarine forces in the
Atlantic, who cited five cases where refueling
had forced warships to break off surveillance of
Soviet forces. "In Washington these often cited
advantages of nuclear propulsion seem to get
lost in a shuffle of paper," Hayward said. "Off
Cuba they were real."66

Resource constraints, however, ultimately
led to abandonment of a scheme for all-nuclear
task
forces,
thereby
undermining
the
performance advantages of the nuclear carriers.
But congressional enthusiasm and support for
the nuclear mega-ships never waned.
"Fish Don't Vote"
In the vigorous and at times almost personal
battles with the Department of Defense over
nuclear propulsion, key congressional leaders
took upon themselves at times an almost
messianic role in the promotion of nuclear
power at sea. "I am sick and tired of having the
Committee on Armed Services and the Congress
of the United States treated like little children,"
chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee L. Mendel Rivers bluntly exclaimed
from the House floor in December 1967 when
the Department of Defense held up funding of
more nuclear cruisers.
"We represent the
people of the United States. Not a single
member of the Department of Defense has been
elected by the people," Rivers pointed out.
"The people I represent, the people the
Committee on Armed Services represents, and
the people the House represents want two more
nuclear-powered frigates in our fleet. They

On 25 January 1963, Rear Admiral Hayward
received a message from Vice Admiral Charles
D. Griffin, deputy chief of naval operations
(fleet operations and readiness) alerting him that
the carrier debate had started. Hayward was
onboard the USS Enterprise in the Atlantic and
on 17 February he sent Admiral Rickover a
photograph of his ship and the USS Bainbridge
as they met on 7 February; it was the first ever
rendezvous of two nuclear-powered surface
ships. Although the picture was supposedly
only a memento of an historic occasion,
Hayward noted that the weather had been so bad
that he had not been able to refuel his oil-fired
destroyers for 48 hours and had been forced to
slow down to conserve fuel. "Our transatlantic
trip was extremely rough," reported Captain
Raymond E. Peet onboard the USS Bainbridge.
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want them started now. I will not tolerate any
further delay by the arrogance of one man who
seeks to thwart the will of Congress and I
herewith and hereby serve notice."69

Chet Holifield, who was vice-chairman of
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, was
another unbridled promotor of nuclear
propulsion, arguing that all aircraft carriers and
major warships should be nuclear-powered.
When the USS Kennedy was launched with
conventional propulsion, he opined: "Godspeed
to all who sail in Kennedy. Our freedom
depends on the brave men who will man such
ships, but I wonder if we are doing, as a nation,
what we should do to provide these brave men
with the best to do the job. Kennedy...was
obsolete when it was launched. It is a secondbest aircraft carrier."74

Rivers was a loud and enthusiastic supporter
and promoter of the naval nuclear program,
facilitating countless Committee hearings on the
advantages of nuclear propulsion, aggressively
challenging various administrations to build
more nuclear ships, and steering the
Committee's support for a nuclear-powered
surface fleet in the early 1960s.70 He also
lobbied hard for the Navy to place military
facilities in his state. "If Rivers puts anything
else in Charleston," House Appropriations
Committee member Robert Sikes joked in early
1960 when facilities began flooding into
Charleston, "the whole place will completely
sink from sight from the sheer weight of the
military installations."71

In acknowledgment of their efforts, nuclear
advocates, such as Senator John C. Stennis,
Representative
William
H.
Bates,
Representative
Glenard
P.
Lipscomb,
Representative
L.
Mendel
Rivers,
Representative Richard B. Russell, and
Representative Carl Vinson, and eventually
Admiral Hyman G. Rickover himself, had
nuclear-powered ships named after them. When
asked why the tradition of naming attack
submarines after fish had been changed, one
admiral reportedly responded: "Fish don't
vote."75

Other
nuclear
proponents
included
Representatives Carl Vinson and William H.
Bates. Carl Vinson had been chairman of the
Naval Affairs Committee before World War II
and continued on the House Armed Services
Committee after the war.72
He strongly
supported building nuclear warships and was
largely responsible for maneuvering funding for
the USS Truxtun (CGN-35) through Congress
and the Department of Defense.

The End of an Era
The Arab oil boycott and the energy crisis in
1973-1974 were everything the nuclear Navy
had hoped for. Seemingly, the vulnerability of
the fuel supply was apparent to all, and only
nuclear propulsion could ensure free and
unconstrained maneuverability. Ironically, the
ultimate effect was quite different than
anticipated.

William H. Bates was a Representative from
Massachusetts, who served on the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy since 1959. He
was a strong supporter of nuclear propulsion
and of Rickover himself. When the carrier USS
Kennedy was launched in 1967 with
conventional instead of nuclear propulsion,
Bates declared from the floor: "It is a sad
commentary for those who have worked for the
development of nuclear propulsion in our Navy
to see a ship which will be with us in the year
2000 will be propelled by conventional means,
and not nuclear propulsion."73

In part as a result of the energy situation, the
Atomic Energy Commission was abolished, and
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy was
dismantled. In January 1977, the House Armed
Services Committee was given authority over
national security programs of the AEC's
successor,
the
Energy
Research
and
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Development Administration (ERDA, the
predecessor to the Department of Energy). The
Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program now gave
testimony to the House Subcommittee on
Intelligence and Military Applications of
Nuclear Energy.76

Consequently, the justifications became
laundry lists about what nuclear-powered
warships could do better than conventional
ships:
Representative Morris: Admiral, do any of
those studies show that a nuclear propulsion
plant does not have a military advantage?

Without the powerful Joint Committee
leadership, the new Congress was reluctant to
provide funding for more nuclear-powered
escort ships. Despite the 1975 Department of
Defense appropriation legislating a nuclear-only
major warship construction program, no
nuclear-powered cruiser has been funded since
the FY 1975 budget.77

Admiral Connolly: No, sir. I was never
confronted with any discussion to the effect
that nuclear power was not ipso facto
superior to conventional power, never in any
of my discussions was anything said that it
was not superior.80

Studying the Justifications

The justifications did not attempt to evaluate
whether nuclear-powered warships were
necessary in naval operations. The nuclear
proponents already had decided that nuclear
propulsion was needed. Rather, the objective of
the studies was more to back up the argument
for building more nuclear warships.

Over the years, the Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program and various congressional
committees produced numerous hearings and
reports
demonstrating
that
conventional
warships are inferior to nuclear warships. The
studies were provoked by endless disputes over
the extra cost versus the military advantages of
nuclear warships. The various administrations
focused on costs and the ability to build "a
balanced Navy." The Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program, which was obsessed with building
more nuclear warships, believed the only way to
move quickly towards a nuclear navy was to
ensure a steady construction program that would
create and maintain the skills in vendors and
shipyards.78

Although supervising a flow of studies
himself, Admiral Rickover ridiculed them when
the Department of Defense reached different
conclusions about the need for nuclear ships.
During hearings in the House Armed Services
Committee in April 1967, Admiral Rickover
cited Bret Harte's poem, "Cardwell of
Springfield," about an episode in the
Revolutionary War when the Americans ran out
of cannon wadding and Reverend James
Cardwell brought from the church an armload
of Isaac Watt hymnals: "Now put Watts into the
boys! Give 'em Watts." Rickover belittled that
in the next war U.S. officers would be
exhorting their men, "Now put studies into 'em
boys. Give 'em studies."81

"I don't believe in cost-effectiveness,"
Admiral Rickover said to Secretary of the Navy
Paul Nitze in 1967 during a discussion about
propulsion types. "I believe that the Navy
should have the best ships that can be bought,
and I believe that nuclear-propelled ships are
better than gas-[turbine]-propelled ships, and I
believe that the Congress will give the Navy
whatever money it requires to build the best
ships, and as far as the Navy is concerned, the
issue of cost-effectiveness does not arise. The
only issue is which ship is the best ship."79

But while nuclear advocates could focus on
promoting their "super-ships," the Department
of Defense had to find a balance between cost
and real-world naval operations and needs. The
sea-control mission, former Chief of Naval
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Operations Admiral Elmo Zumwalt wrote in
1976:

conventional power," the Pacific Fleet
commander said in 1972, "cannot take full
advantage of the versatility of nuclear
propulsion when married with non-nuclearpowered surface ships."83 This assessment was
in consonance with an earlier conclusion made
by Secretary of the Navy Paul Nitze, that if a
nuclear aircraft carrier task group is not
escorted only by nuclear ships, its increased
endurance "cannot be realized."84 The House
Armed Services Committee reached the same
conclusion after holding extensive hearings on
nuclear propulsion for surface ships in 1966.
"It is clear to the Committee of Armed
Services," the report stated, "that advantages of
nuclear power for the aircraft carrier are not
fully achieved if the entire task force is not
nuclear-powered."85

requires a large number of platforms from
which weapons can be fired and planes be
launched, a large number of ships. In most
cases seven or five or even three ships of
moderate capability would contribute far
more to the success of this mission than one
super-ship, as a series of analyses ordered by
Robert McNamara, when he was secretary of
Defense, decisively demonstrated.
For
twenty years Rickover has been working
successfully toward a super-ship Navy, and
so it is partly his doing that for twenty years
the Navy has been getting smaller except of
course in the item of nuclear-propelled
submarines.82
Nuclear power was the next logical step in
ship propulsion -- from sail, to coal, and to oil.
It was a technical fascination about nuclear
power that drove the original commitment,
rather than an effort to match technology to the
kind of naval operations that would realistically
be carried out. As will be shown below, the
record of nuclear carrier operations in the real
world has never matched the promising
expectations or claims.

"The conventionally-powered destroyers," on
the other hand, "can be used for the [oilpowered] John F. Kennedy and the America,"
the House Armed Services Committee
concluded.86 In fact, the Committee -- together
with the House Appropriation Committee and
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy -concluded in the late 1960s that it would be
"wasteful" to continue building non-nuclear
escorts for nuclear carriers.87 In other words,
all-nuclear or not at all.

The Rise and Fall of the All-Nuclear Force

Yet, Secretary of Defense McNamara
concluded at the time, "No senior or civilian
official in the Department of Defense
recommends that we build ships to operate allnuclear task groups." He himself was not
convinced that the alleged advantages of nuclear
escort ships justified the cost. Faced with the
prohibitive costs involved in building the
nuclear escort ships the Navy wanted,
McNamara recommended -- as did later the
Chief of Naval Operations -- that nuclear
carriers be escorted by only a few nuclear
ships.88

Although
construction
continues,
the
function and operation of nuclear carriers today
are unlike those portrayed at their conception in
the 1960s and in the studies carried out by the
nuclear proponents during that time. Projecting
air power ashore has remained the core today as
then for both conventional as well as nuclear
carriers. But the nuclear carriers were sold
based on their independence and extra punch
allegedly derived from nuclear propulsion.
Harvesting those capabilities depended upon the
carriers being accompanied by nuclear-powered
escort ships.
"A

task

force...with

nuclear

The Congress and the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Program wanted all major warships

and
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(those above 8,000 tons) to be nuclear-powered,
and McNamara's position infuriated the
Chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee, L. Mendel Rivers: "I want the
American people to know that the greatest
nation on the earth possesses now only four
nuclear [surface escort] ships. This seems to be
of no concern to the Secretary of Defense."89

ideal escort ship for the latest generation of
nuclear aircraft carriers."94
Likewise, the
mission of the sister ship USS Mississippi
(CGN-40) is "to operate offensively with
nuclear attack carrier strike forces."95
Nuclear escorts were just too expensive, and
the Navy managed in the end to build only nine
nuclear cruisers -- barely enough for two allnuclear carrier battle groups.
Despite
congressional hearings and numerous naval
nuclear propulsion studies demonstrating the
"need" for nuclear-powered escorts, the Navy
decided with little fanfare in February 1993 -for budgetary reasons -- to accelerate the
retirement of all its nuclear-powered cruisers.
The USS Texas (CGN-39) had already been
stricken after only 15 years in the fleet, and the
USS Long Beach (CGN-9), USS Bainbridge
(CGN-25), USS Truxtun (CGN-35), and USS
Virginia (CGN-38) were earmarked to follow.
Only two nuclear cruisers -- the USS California
(CGN-36) and USS South Carolina (CGN-37) -will remain active after FY 1997,96 and then
only because they completed expensive refueling
overhauls before the Navy decided to eliminate
the nuclear escorts.

Given resource constraints, however, Navy
plans eventually sought to create four all-nuclear
task groups -- two in the Atlantic and two in the
Pacific.90 At first, the plan was to pursue 24
ships, but in 1972, the Navy admitted that its
objective "though desirable, is unattainable
within a reasonable period of time when viewed
in the light of current and anticipated budgetary
constraints."91 The escort plan was pared down
to 20 nuclear-powered escorts: four for each of
four planned nuclear-powered carriers, and four
additional for independent missions, two in the
Atlantic and two in the Pacific.92
Though used on special occasions for public
relations purposes, such as the 1964 "Sea Orbit"
cruise around the globe, the 1975 "Northern
Cruise" in Europe, and the 1980 Indian Ocean
deployment, all-nuclear task groups never
became a reality. "We have been trying to
operate with the all-nuclear carrier task forces
around the carriers that we have now," Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations Vice Admiral Doyle
told the Senate Appropriations Committee in
1979, but "we only have eight nuclear-powered
cruisers; so that really is not enough to go
around.
We are trying to operate them
together, but we have to substitute conventional
ships to fill out the task force."93

Unable to utilize the "advantages" of nuclear
power without the nuclear cruisers, the demise
of the nuclear escort never stopped the Navy
from requesting (or Congress from funding)
nuclear carriers: Six nuclear-powered aircraft
carriers have been authorized since the Navy
dropped its all-nuclear escort goal in 1972.
The significance of scrapping the nuclear
escorts, however, should not be lost in the
routine decommissioning of dozens of warships
in the post-Cold War budget reductions.
Military advantages for nuclear-powered
cruisers were as significant -- if not more so -to naval operations as those argued to justify
building aircraft carriers with nuclear
propulsion.97

Nonetheless, as recent as 1987, the "Ship's
Mission" description of the cruiser USS
Virginia (CGN-38) pretended as if nothing had
happened since the 1960s. The nuclear power
plant "provides VIRGINIA with the high speed
and endurance which is so vital to our Navy's
nuclear powered task force concept." This and
the ship's armament "makes VIRGINIA the

Now the nuclear escorts are quietly retired,
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and the military advantages the Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program, the U.S. Navy, the Joint
Committee of Atomic Energy, and the House
and Senate Armed Services Committees spent
so much time, so many studies, and so many
hearings highlighting as critical to U.S. naval
operations have become utterly irrelevant. This
development has strong bearing on the nuclear
carriers, because harvesting the "overwhelming
military advantages"98 built into the nuclearpowered aircraft carrier is dependant on the ship
being escorted by other nuclear-powered
combatants. Foremost among these advantages
is independence from logistic supply.

anti-submarine forces, who in turn referred to
five cases where refueling had forced Navy
ships to break off track of Soviet diesel
submarines during the crisis.101

The sailing endurance of nuclear
propulsion and the extra fuel and
ordnance spaces have never freed
nuclear
aircraft
carriers
from
replenishment.
Yet the examples are dubious. Fuel supply
in general was not a problem for the U.S. Navy
in the mainly littoral contingency which was
close to fuel stores and opposed by few hostile
naval forces. As far as the application of
nuclear propulsion to surface ships was
concerned, the Cuban Missile Crisis provided
no answer. Although the bigger USS Enterprise
was able to launch more aircraft than the
accompanying USS Independence (CV-62),
operations did not call for sustained cruising
speed. The "problem" for the U.S. Navy in
1962 was not the type of propulsion that
powered its warships, but the lack of escort and
patrol craft.102 Nonetheless, the Cuban Missile
Crisis has frequently been used as an example
of the alleged advantages of nuclear propulsion.

Supply: The Deception of Independence
From the earliest days of nuclear power, the
Navy argued that its principle interest in aircraft
carriers was "based on the demonstrated
capability of a nuclear carrier to operate for
long periods of time, and at high sustained
speeds as required, with greatly reduced
dependence on logistic support."99 A nuclearpowered carrier, the Navy argues, does not
need to carry large amounts of propulsion fuel,
allowing less frequent replenishment and freeing
onboard space for more aviation fuel and
aircraft ordnance.100
From the first operations of nuclear-powered
ships, independence was hailed as one of the
most important advantages. In a letter to
Secretary of the Navy Fred Korth in 1963, Rear
Admiral Hayward, who commanded the task
force in the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, hailed
the advantages of the USS Enterprise. Hayward
said: "In Washington these often cited
advantages of nuclear propulsion seem to get
lost in a shuffle of paper -- off Cuba they were
real." Admiral Rickover later used the letter
during a congressional hearing in 1970 for
nuclear-powered warships, and added that
Admiral Hayward's evaluation of the
importance of eliminating dependence on
propulsion fuel logistic support was fully
supported by the commander of the Atlantic

Another example involves the nuclear
carrier USS Nimitz (CVN-68).
At its
commissioning ceremony, the carrier was
praised for its high speed capabilities and
virtually unlimited endurance. Yet when it
departed for its first two overseas deployments
to the Mediterranean in 1976 and 1977, its
escorts included traditional oil-fueled destroyers
and frigates as well as much slower ammunition
ships and oilers.
Despite the ship being
nuclear-powered, its aircraft and escort ships
needed fuel. So in March 1979, the "Nimitz
shifted from a conventional five-day work week
to a ten-hour day, four-day work week as a
response to the energy crisis" brought about as a
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result of the Arab oil embargo.103

The dependency of nuclear battle groups
upon replenishment was recognized by the
Department of Defense even in the early 1970s.
When asked by the Joint Committee on Atomic

The sailing endurance of nuclear propulsion
and the extra fuel and ordnance spaces have
never freed nuclear carriers from replenishment.
Nuclear as well as conventional aircraft carriers
must periodically replenish or transfer
provisions, aircraft and diesel fuel and other
petroleum products, repair and spare parts,
ammunition, food, personnel, mail, and
garbage.
According to an April 1988
Congressional Budget Office study, a typical
carrier battle group, exclusive of its logistics
ships, has enough supplies for only about five
days of combat before it needs resupply. With
its logistics ships, a carrier can only operate for
about 15 days before requiring outside
replenishment.104
A modern Nimitz class
nuclear carrier can only carry sufficient aviation
fuel for about two weeks of flight operations
(9,000 tons aviation fuel),105
while a
conventional carrier can store about 65 percent
of this,106 corresponding to about 10 days of
flight operations.

"During a shooting war, we would
have to provide oilers and ammunition
ships for the aircraft and escorts,
whether the force is nuclear or
conventionally powered."
Defense Secretary Packard, 1972
Energy in 1972 whether he agreed to building
all-nuclear task groups, Deputy Secretary of
Defense David Packard responded:
No, I believe that it might be useful to have
them, but that very large cost of all-nuclear
carrier task forces preclude using them
exclusively, particularly in areas where we
operate and bases are available.
We
recognize that the necessity to provide oilers
for conventionally powered carrier task
forces can cause problems, but those
problems
are
surmountable
in
our
operations. In any case, during a shooting
war, we would have to provide oilers and
ammunition ships for the aircraft and
escorts, whether the force is nuclear or
conventionally powered....What is important
is not the composition of naval forces or the
fact that they may be nuclear-powered, but
whether or not those forces, including all
their elements, can deter war and, if
necessary, cope with it.111

In typical battle group operations, about onethird of the fuel carried by the group is used by
the conventional carrier, about one-third is used
by the escorts, and one-third by aircraft. Thus,
nuclear power in the carrier eliminates only
one-third of the fuel support requirement.107 In
theory, while a Nimitz class carrier can load 7090 percent more jet fuel than a conventional
carrier because of the additional space,108 in
reality, protection of the nuclear propulsion
plant from attack has resulted in inclusion of
unique side protective shields, an addition that
reduces
internal
volume
with
less
109
accommodations for extra fuel.
Moreover,
aircraft carriers also typically refuel their own
escort ships, and since during combat
operations, combatants normally are kept fueled
to about 65 percent capacity to remain ready for
high speed maneuvering required for sustained
operations, support of the non-nuclear escort
force demands regular interruptions of air
110
operations and movement.

Nonetheless, since Packard gave his
statement in 1972, seven nuclear-powered
aircraft carriers and two nuclear-powered
cruisers have been funded by Congress.112
Without supply ships a nuclear-powered
aircraft carrier's unlimited endurance would
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soon become irrelevant due to lack of basic
supplies. "Replenishment at sea is one of our
biggest tasks, both in taking on cargo and fuel,"
a sailor on the nuclear carrier USS Theodore
Roosevelt (CVN-71) said shortly after the Gulf
War. "Without this we wouldn't have food or
repair parts and TR [Theodore Roosevelt] could
not complete her mission."113 Like conventional
carriers, the nuclear carrier is dependent on
support ships for sustained operations. When
an aircraft carrier deploys from the United
States with its screen of escort ships and
submarines, a fast combat support ship is
deployed with it to operate "continuously"114 as
an "integral unit"115 of the carrier battle group.
It is because of such supply ships, not nuclear
power, that carrier battle groups are able to
operate independently.
The purpose of the battle group's fast combat
support ship is to "receive petroleum products,
ammunition, provisions and stores from shuttle
ships and redistribute these items to the ships in
the battle group."116 These shuttle ships, known
as underway replenishment (UNREP) groups,
include oilers, ammunition and/or stores ships,
which replenish from various facilities on land
and resupply the battle group's fast combat
support ship during deployment.117 Some 16-18
shuttle UNREP ships are normally forward
deployed in the Mediterranean, western Pacific,
and Indian Ocean areas in support of fleet
operations. In addition, two fleet support ships
(AS/ARS) are generally forward deployed in the
Mediterranean, and two in the Pacific and
Indian Oceans.118 These ships provide fuel and
ammunition "for about 30 days, depending on
the tempo of operations."119
Without
mentioning nuclear power, the Navy described
its extended fleet sustainment:

(20 to 30 days), ordnance (scenario
dependent), food (75 days), spare parts (90
days), and a wide range of services (salvage,
towing, repair, maintenance, diving and fire
fighting). These Combat Logistic Force
ships are usually strategically located or
deployed to react to the needs of the fleet.
Fleet oilers, for instance, shuttle fuel from
fuel storage sites back to the battle group,
and can resupply individual units of the
battle group, as well as any accompanying
combat store ship. The ability to sustain
itself indefinitely, anywhere in the world,
enables the projection of U.S. influence
worldwide.120
While at sea, nuclear carriers, like their
conventional counterparts, constantly receive
extensive replenishment.
Navy documents
released under the Freedom of Information Act
give several examples of the replenishment
burden of nuclear carriers during operations in
the 1980s:
* During 1984, the USS Carl Vinson (CVN70) received over 19.2 million gallons of JP5 jet fuel from tankers, pumping over 16.2
million gallons to its embarked aircraft and
278,000 gallons to other ships. At least 34
different
underway
and
vertical
replenishments were carried out during the
year with other ships, an average of one
every 11 days. Fifteen of these (44 percent)
took place between USS Carl Vinson's
departure from the U.S. West Coast on 13
October and the end of the year (79 days)
during an extended Pacific deployment,
corresponding to an replenishment every 5.2
days.
Four of the fifteen (26 percent)
involved the supply of fuel to other
combatants.121

The combination of Combat Logistic Force
ships...plus over 22 strategically-located
[sic], worldwide fuel-storage sites, gives the
U.S. Navy the ability to remain on-station as
long as required. Combat Logistic Force
ships are capable of providing the full range
of logistics required by the fleet such as fuel

* In 1985, the USS Carl Vinson carried out
"an exceptionally difficult one-hundred [sic]
seven day at sea [sic] period during which
the most extended prosecution ever of a
Soviet CHARLIE I submarine in the Indian
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combat support ships.125 In FY 1993, Congress
funded the fourth unit of a whole new class of
supply vessels -- the new USS Supply (AOE-6)
class.126 According to the Navy, the Supply
class "will maximize flexibility of the Navy's
aircraft carrier battle groups (CVBGs) by
assigning one fast-moving, multi-product
support ship operating continuously with each
CVBG."
The mission will be to provide
delivery of on-station munitions, bulk
petroleum/oil/lubricants, and dry and frozen
provisions to carrier groups underway. Three
ships are under construction and a fourth has
been placed under contract; a fifth is being
considered.127 The Navy is also building a new
class of 18 T-AO-187 class fast fleet oilers to
form the "backbone of the oiler fleet for the
next 40 years," and increasing the cargo oil and
ammunition capacity of existing AO-177 class
fleet oilers.128

Ocean occurred." Until its return to the
U.S. West Coast, the nuclear carrier
conducted 47 replenishments with other ships
during 127 days of steaming, corresponding
to once every 2.7 days. The ship's air
department received over 13,799,066 gallons
of jet fuel from tankers and pumped over
13,817,099 gallons to aircraft during the
year.122
* During a Pacific deployment in AugustSeptember 1986, the USS Carl Vinson
conducted over 30 underway replenishments,
or an average of one every fifth day while at
sea.
The nuclear ship's fuel division
received over 23,500,000 gallons of jet fuel
from tankers. In an attempt to reduce the
number of underway replenishments, the
USS Carl Vinson sailed into Pusan, South
Korea, to conduct its first ever Inport
Replenishment (INREP) with a Mobile
Logistic Force (MLSF) ship. This new
"policy" of INREP was continued in
subsequent ports, but when the ship
subsequently deployed to the northern Indian
Ocean with its escort ships "support of the
battle group again became a challenge as it
remained dispersed throughout the Indian
Ocean and CARL VINSON continued to be
responsible for logistic coordination."123

Finally, while Nimitz class carriers have
some 50 percent more aviation ordnance
capacity than modern conventional carriers, and
20 percent greater rate of ordnance "strike-up"
with three as opposed to two weapons
elevators,129 the ships do not take advantage of
the increased capacity in operations. The Navy
describes the extra ammunition space of the
Nimitz as a "design bonus, not a design
drive,"130
indicating that extra ordnance
capacity was not an objective of building
nuclear carriers.

* Finally, after returning to sea following
drydock work in August 1987, the USS Carl
Vinson conducted at least 11 major
underway replenishments, corresponding to
about one per every 11th day, every 6.3 days
if only counting days at sea. The fuel
department received over 6,289,525 million
gallons of JP-5 aircraft fuel from tanker and
pumped over 5,680,242 million gallons into
aircraft.124

But although the Chief of Naval Operations
told the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in
1972 that "the size of the carrier will be about
the same whether nuclear or oil-fired steam
131
propulsion is used,"
the sheer weight of the
nuclear power plant with its heavy shielding
drove up ship tonnage. The size of USS
Enterprise "was determined, not by air
requirements, but by the character of her
powerplant," the Navy's Aircraft Carrier
Handbook states.
"The reactor was
approximately equal in weight to the usual
combination of boilers and fuel, but the ship

Building nuclear carriers has not reduced the
need for supply ships. During the period the
Navy stopped building conventional carriers to
switch to the supposed more independent
nuclear variants, it also increased its fleet of fast
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still required liquid-filled side protection against
torpedoes.
That weight was reflected in
increased length."132

And, indeed, the historical record does not
support the claims of high speed endurance for
nuclear carriers. Most recently, in the 1991
Gulf War, nuclear aircraft carriers did not
deploy any faster than older non-nuclear
carriers.
The oil-powered USS John F.
Kennedy (CV-67) transited the Atlantic Ocean
in only eight days,137 while the nuclear-powered
USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN-71) spent 12
days making the same distance. Moreover, the
USS Roosevelt made its transit in company with
an oil-powered carrier, the USS America (CV66). Once in the Red Sea, the USS Roosevelt
was quickly dispatched from the Red Sea to join
two conventional carriers, the USS Midway
(CV-41) and USS Ranger (CV-61), already onstation in the Persian Gulf. The transit from the
Red Sea, however, was done at 30 knots and in
company with the conventionally powered USS
Leyte Gulf (CG-55).138

Whether extra ordnance space was a key
feature for nuclear carriers or not, abandonment
of all-nuclear task groups and retirement of
nuclear cruisers nullified the arguments of
staying power, because if a nuclear carrier does
not have all-nuclear escorts, it cannot stay onstation and expend its ordnance supply before it
will have to retire and replenish fuel for its
aircraft and escort ships. If accompanied by
four conventional escorts, according to the
Navy, "the carrier will have to retire for
replenishment with less than half its aviation
ammunition expended."133
Always Available -- Always Better?
Nuclear-powered aircraft carriers are often
portrayed as being faster than non-nuclear
carriers. When the USS George Washington
(CVN-73) was commissioned in July 1992, for
example, its ceremonial pamphlet boasted that
nuclear propulsion will "give her virtually
unlimited range and endurance and a top speed
in excess of 30 knots."134

In fact, when the 35-year-old USS Saratoga
(CV-60) departed Mayport, Florida, in August
1990 together with its escort ships en route to
the Gulf War, it crossed the Atlantic Ocean
faster than any nuclear carrier had ever done,
"making the normally ten-day voyage in seven
days -- hailed by the Chief of Naval Operations
as the fastest Atlantic crossing since World War
II."139

The historical record does not support
the claims of high speed endurance for
nuclear carriers.

Throughout the operation of nuclear-powered
aircraft carriers, rapid deployments have been
cited as evidence of the need for nuclear power.
One frequent example cited by the U.S. Navy
is the use of a nuclear task force in response to
the Iran hostage crisis in 1980 (see Part II). But
the deployment was a public relations gesture,
not an operational necessity.
Conventional
carriers were already on-station in the region,
and quicker to reinforce. Over a period of
time, conventional ships carried more of the
load than nuclear ships.

But the claim of higher speed must be
understood correctly. Rather than referring to a
higher top speed as such, the argument relates
to a nuclear ship's alleged ability to sustain a
135
certain high speed for a longer period. By not
having to slow down for fuel replenishment, so
the argument goes, the nuclear ship is able to
get to a distant region faster and take up
operations immediately without having to
replenish. Yet in real world naval operations,
this hardly ever happens.136
As noted,
replenishments are frequent.

Nuclear-powered aircraft carriers are
generally hampered, in fact, by less operational
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availability than their conventional counterparts.
This is evident in the number of deployments
made by nuclear carriers in the last two major
wars the U.S. Navy has been involved in, and
in the general peacetime deployment of the
ships.

indicate that the conventional carriers
accumulate more at-sea days that their nuclear
counterparts (see Table 3).140 This finding is in
agreement with a recent General Accounting
Office report that described the operational
pattern of nuclear and conventional carriers.
According to the study, "conventional carriers
have a slightly higher operational availability

In the Vietnam War, the nuclear-powered
USS Enterprise made fewer cruises and was onstation less time during deployments than
several of the conventional carriers. Again in
Operation Desert Storm, nuclear aircraft
carriers were largely unavailable. The single
nuclear carrier that did deploy, the USS
Roosevelt, accomplished no outstanding
achievements attributable to nuclear power
compared to the performance of its conventional
counterparts.

A nuclear carrier will spend less time
forward deployed than it does at
home.
than nuclear carriers (because of the shorter
lifetime maintenance time)" and can be
sustained at comparable at-sea level with less
support.141

The performance of nuclear carriers in
Vietnam and the Gulf War is no different than
the general deployment pattern of aircraft
carriers in the two decades between the wars.
In the 13-year period between 1976-1988,
conventionally powered aircraft carriers
deployed an average of 1,133 days per year in
total compared with 326 for nuclear carriers,
accumulating much more sea days than their
nuclear counterparts (see Table 2). Of those
carriers in the fleet that actually deployed when
not in overhaul or maintenance, conventional
carriers exceed nuclear carriers in terms of atsea days in two out of three years. Between
1976-1988, the average conventional carrier
spent some 150 days during a deployment,
while its nuclear counterpart deployed for only
128 days, or nearly 15 percent less.

The operational availability of an aircraft
carrier is determined by its overall employment
cycle, the planning baseline used for operational
forces, repeated several times during a ship's
life. Though there are variations depending on
the class of ship involved, the average
employment cycle is nine years for a nuclear
carrier, and six years for a conventional
carrier.142
For a nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier, the employment cycle consists of an 84month operating period followed by a complex
24-month overhaul phase.143 Each 84-month
operating period is made up of four 20-month
deployment cycles including an extra four
month inter-deployment phase. A deployment
cycle, however, does not mean the carrier will
be deployed overseas during the entire period.
In fact, out of the 20-month deployment cycle,
only six months -- or 30 percent -- will be spent
in crisis response, forward deployment, or
transition between homeport and an area of
operation. The remaining 14 months are spent
on post-deployment stand down (leave, routine
upkeep, personnel turnover), maintenance and
modernization, and ship and air wing training.
Fleet exercises during this period correspond to
only five percent of the deployment cycle.
During the entire nine-year employment cycle

A comparison of operations over time
indicate that the conventional carriers
accumulate more at-sea days that their
nuclear counterparts.
A comparison of operations over time
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period (108 months), a nuclear carrier's
deployment phase is only 24 months,
corresponding to about 22 percent of its
lifetime.144
Two of the nine years in the nuclear carrier's
employment cycle, corresponding to more than
22 percent, will be spent in a major overhaul
during which the carrier cannot deploy at all.
Adding all the time spent in stand down,
training, maintenance and overhaul, a nuclear
carrier will spend less time forward deployed
than it does at home.145
Because it does not have the burden of
nuclear propulsion, a conventional aircraft
carrier has a shorter employment cycle. It lasts
only six years consisting of an operating period
of five years and an overhaul phase of only one
year. The operating period has only three
deployment cycles.146 As a result of this, a
conventional aircraft carrier spends only 16.7
percent of its employment cycle in overhaul, 24
percent less than a nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier.
Throughout its expected operating life of 50
years, a nuclear aircraft carrier will spend
almost one-third of its life -- over 16 years -- in
a shipyard for major maintenance and overhaul.
In contrast, a conventional carrier, also with a
50-year operating life, will spend less than onefourth of its time in a shipyard.147 In the long
term, the burden of nuclear power on carrier
availability and operations is considerable.
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Part II:
Crises Response
Nuclear Carriers Preferred?

conventional carriers continued to be called
upon more often to respond to crises around the
world. Indeed, the Navy itself has not favored
nuclear over conventional propulsion when
ordering carriers to respond to crisis situations
or participating in major naval exercises. In 45
such contingencies between 1980 and 1992, oilpowered aircraft carriers consistently were used
in two out of three deployments (see Table 4).
One example was given by Admiral James
Lyons, Commander of the Pacific Fleet, during
congressional hearings in March 1987:

The importance of nuclear propulsion to
aircraft carriers ordered to respond to regional
crises has been highlighted numerous times by
Navy officials, especially in isolated regions
where fuel supplies are scarce. A case in point
has been carrier operations in the Indian Ocean.
"Several years ago there was a crisis, and it
was necessary to send a carrier task force to the
Indian Ocean," Admiral Rickover pointed out in
March 1979 during a congressional hearing on
the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program. "The
carrier that was sent was a nuclear ship, the
Enterprise....When the crisis developed there
were no prepositioned tankers. Fortunately
there was a nuclear-powered ship available at
that time." Indeed, Rickover added, "That has
happened time and again, that is, in time of an
emergency, the nuclear ship has been able to
respond quickly."148

[L]ast year I took the carrier Ranger and I
surge-deployed it for 58 days -- an unheard
of operation -- surge-deployed a carrier for
58 days to the western Pacific. It worked
out great. It was the one thing -- that and
the New Jersey battleship in Inchon during
the Asia Games -- which provided the
confidence and the backup for the stability
on the Korean Peninsula during that tense
period....And today, as we are standing
here, I have surge-deployed the Ranger
again, and it is enroute [sic] to Korea, this
time to participate in Exercise Team Spirit.
These are not normal, predictable patterns of
operations....151

The Admiral's example, however, was far
from the truth. Although the USS Enterprise
(CVN-65) was indeed used for several Indian
Ocean contingencies in the early 1970s, so were
several conventionally powered aircraft carriers
as well as Amphibious Ready Groups containing
"mini-carriers."149 Yet, the naval leadership in
Washington was eager to justify funding of
more nuclear warships, so when naval forces
were ordered to deploy off Pakistan in
December 1971 to be ready to evacuate
American citizens, the USS Enterprise was
assigned by central authority, while all other
warships -- all of which were conventionally
powered -- were assigned by local
commanders.150

Nuclear Carriers Held Hostage
Nuclear advocates have always been quick to
point out situations where conventional carriers
were a disadvantage in crisis response. In
1972, for example, the Chief of Naval
Operations told Congress that although the
conventionally powered carrier USS Kennedy
was rushed to the Mediterranean Sea the
previous year because of the Middle East crisis,
"because she did not have nuclear propulsion,
she had to steam at a slower speed to conserve
fuel. Furthermore, she had to be refueled when

Even after the Navy started building only
nuclear carriers in the 1970s and 1980s,
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she arrived in the Mediterranean. Nuclear
power would have permitted her to arrive 2
days sooner -- and she would have been ready,
without needed refueling, immediately upon
arrival."152 The CNO did not tell Congress,
however, why the USS Kennedy was slowed
down. During its cruise, which took place from
late September 1970-February 1971, the carrier
was suffering from propulsion problems due to
design faults that had nothing to do with
conventional propulsion. The problem was
known to the Navy, and had hampered ship
operations prior to the crisis.153

force in Norfolk, Virginia, and thanked the
crew for their sacrifice during the extended
nine-month deployment. It seemed like the
perfect confirmation of the need for naval
nuclear power.157
Overlooked in the nuclear promotional,
however, was the fact that the first ships to
arrive on-station in the Indian Ocean were
conventional carriers. The USS Kitty Hawk
(CV-63), which was at the end of its six-and-ahalf month deployment in the Pacific, was
ordered to proceed from Subic Bay to the
Arabian Sea on 21 November 1979, to join the
USS Midway (CV-41), which had relieved the
USS Constellation, which had been on-station.
These two conventional carriers stayed onstation until the Nimitz arrived.158

Ironically, what the Navy also did not tell
Congress, and what no one in Congress asked,
was why it did not send its nuclear-powered
aircraft carrier instead.
The embarrassing
answer was that it could not -- the USS
Enterprise could not deploy because it was in a
complex overhaul at Newport News Shipyard at
the time to have its eight nuclear reactors
refueled and did not complete sea trials until 19
January 1971.154 But this early story of nuclear
versus conventional carrier pales in comparison
with the experience of the "hostage crisis" of
1979-1980 and the Navy's attempts to promote
nuclear power through its deployments.

Thus, both the USS Constellation and the
USS Midway were originally able to get to the
Arabian Sea faster than the USS Nimitz. The
USS Constellation battle group, for example,
was ordered to the area on 7 March 1979, and
arrived on-station on 16 March, after only nine
days underway. The USS Midway's transit also
lasted nine days.159

In late 1979, at the time of the Iranian
hostage crisis and Soviet Union's invasion of
Afghanistan, the Navy announced it would
redeploy a nuclear-powered task force centered
around the aircraft carrier USS Nimitz (CVN68) from the Mediterranean to the Indian
Ocean.155
The Navy later stated that the
"superior capability of nuclear propulsion
permitted a sustained average speed of 25.0
knots to arrive on-station in the Indian
Ocean."156 Once in the Indian Ocean, the
Nimitz spent 108 days on-station until it was
relieved by another nuclear carrier, the USS
Eisenhower (CVN-69). Between its departure
from Naples, Italy on 4 January 1980 until its
arrival back at Norfolk on 26 May, after 144
days at sea, the USS Nimitz did not visit a
single port. President Carter visited the task

Even after the Navy started building
only nuclear carriers in the 1970s and
1980s, conventional carriers continued
to be called upon more often to
respond to crises around the world.

Despite its independence from port calls, the
USS
Nimitz
conducted
38
underway
replenishments in the three-and-one-half months
on-station in the Indian Ocean, or an average of
one every 2.7 days. Such a level of external
support is average, and largely matches the
experience of nuclear and conventional carriers
in the Gulf War ten years later (see Part III).
Like a conventional carrier, it was the USS
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Hawk (CV-63).166

Nimitz's aircraft operations that drove the need
for fuel. The carrier's air wing logged a total
of 16,544 hours of flight time while onstation,160
requiring constant replenishment
from oilers.

The high tempo operations tested the
endurance of all ships, not just the conventional
carriers and their escorts. "The Indian Ocean
force, right now," Chief of Naval Operations
Admiral Thomas Hayward told Congress on 19
February 1980, "is operating at close to 100
percent operating tempo; they are at sea almost
continuously, without going into port."167 In
congressional hearings at the time, Senator John
Stennis, chairman of the Senate Appropriations
Committee and a vigorous promoter of naval
nuclear propulsion, found himself face-to-face
with the realities of naval operations in the
Indian Ocean -- realities that demonstrated that
nuclear propulsion was not superior:

The USS Nimitz was subsequently relieved
by another nuclear task force centered around
the USS Eisenhower.161 The USS Eisenhower
group entered the Indian Ocean on 29 April
1980,162 returning to the United States after 251
days, a deployment described by the Navy as
"the longest deployment for a Navy ship since
World War II."163 But the Navy's recordkeeping is faulty: conventional carriers have
been deployed for much longer periods. During
the Vietnam War, for example, the USS Coral
Sea (CV-43) set a record of 331 days away from
home from 7 December 1964 until 1 November
1965.164

Admiral Turner: The Constellation is one of
our most modern carrier air wings. It has
most of the aircraft we have talked about. It
has two squadrons of F-14's. It has a
squadron and a half of the A-7E's... It has
one squadron of A-6E's... It has a squadron
of jamming aircraft. It has a squadron of
antisubmarine aircraft. It has logistic aircraft
onboard. It has helicopters for
antisubmarine warfare. It has an aircraft that
we have not talked about, and older tactical
reconnaissance photographic aircraft, the RF8G. It has three of those onboard. It is
prepared to do any mission it is called upon
to do in the Indian Ocean or Gulf of Aden,
from reconnaissance, antisubmarine warfare,
power projection, control of sea lanes,
relaying of information. It is a totally
flexible equipment package.

During 1979, the Navy extended the
deployments of its warships well beyond their
peacetime schedule to maintain the presence in
the Indian Ocean. The USS Midway (CV-41)
was at its homeport for 84 days during the year,
being underway for more than 280 days. Nine
month deployments became normal, as the
Chief of Naval Operations boasted that the USS
Midway and USS Kitty Hawk (CV-63) "have
been at sea for periods of time that are more
extensive than at any time since World War II,
including our fighting in Korea and Vietnam."165
Overall, conventional carriers carried most
of the load in the Indian Ocean. During 1980,
eight aircraft carriers conducted 10 cruises to
the Indian Ocean/Arabian Sea. Only three were
nuclear-powered. The carriers accumulated a
total of 723 days on-station during the year,
including one tour by the USS Eisenhower
totaling 199 days; the USS Midway (CV-41)
with two tours totaling 118 days; the USS
Constellation (CV-64) with one tour of 110
days; and the USS Nimitz with one tour of 108
days. Other carriers involved were the USS
Coral Sea, USS Independence, and USS Kitty

Senator Stennis: Is that a nuclear carrier?
Admiral Turner: No, sir; it is a
conventionally powered aircraft carrier.
Senator Stennis: It is conventional?
Admiral Turner: Yes, sir.
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Senator Stennis: In other words, should you
be challenged there, you would have all these
things that you have enumerated with which
to respond. Or if you wanted to move
around a thousand or so miles either way,
you could do that.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) quickly
realized the value of sending conventional
carriers through the Canal. In response to
events in Israel in late-1982, the JCS directed
the USS Forrestal (CV-59) to be positioned in
the Mediterranean within five days. The USS
Forrestal moved to the Mediterranean from the
Arabian Sea together with its non-nuclear
escorts on 13 October.170 Again, when an
aircraft carrier was ordered into the Northern
Arabian Sea in January 1983, the USS Nimitz
had to turn over with the USS America (CV-66)
off Lebanon so the conventional carrier could
use the Suez Canal.171 Yet when the nuclear
carrier USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70) was ordered
from the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean
later that year, its nuclear power plant prevented
it from using the Suez Canal, and it was forced
to sail all the way around Africa.172

Admiral Turner: Yes, sir. It is part of the
battle group. There are two surface
combatants with the carrier, one submarine,
and a logistics support ship that is carrying
fuel and weapons for the utilization of the
battle group. So, it is a completely
integrated, self-sufficient package to carry
out the national objectives.
Senator Stennis: Is there anything else
anywhere in the world that will compare
with that formidable military power that you
just enumerated?
Admiral Turner: Yes, sir. There are 11
such combinations that compare with it and
they are all called U.S. Navy battle
groups."168

As aircraft carrier crises responses
continued
in
the
eastern
Mediterranean and Middle East,
nuclear
ships
were
constantly
disadvantaged due to Egypt's general
ban on nuclear ship transits of the
Canal.

Even as the crisis abated and U.S. military
interest in the Middle East increased, nuclear
propulsion became an obstacle rather than a
benefit to deployments to the Indian Ocean.
When Egypt opened the Suez Canal to larger
ships in 1981, conventional carriers began using
it on a regular basis. But as aircraft carrier
crises responses continued in the eastern
Mediterranean and Middle East, nuclear ships
were constantly disadvantaged due to Egypt's
general ban on nuclear ship transits of the
Canal. USS America (CV-66) became the first
aircraft carrier to use the Suez Canal after
reopening, making a southern transit on 6 May
1981. This was soon followed by the USS
Independence (CV-62) which transited north to
the Mediterranean on 15 May. Likewise, in
response to the assassination of President Sadat,
the USS America and the USS Preble (DDG-46)
entered the Mediterranean from the Indian
169
Ocean via the Suez Canal on 21 October.

Since the first carrier transits, nuclear
propulsion has continued to hamper the Navy's
maneuverability between the Mediterranean and
Indian Ocean. Although Egypt in late-1984
permitted the nuclear cruiser USS Arkansas
(CGN-41) to transit the Suez Canal -- the first
nuclear ship ever to do so -- the transit was so
controversial that the ship had to sail at night
and in secret. "They've done something nice
and we don't want to spill it," one U.S. official
173
said. The Navy hoped these were signs Egypt
would ease its stand on nuclear power.
But the explosion at the Chernobyl reactor in
the Ukraine in April 1986 prompted Egypt to
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review its transit policy. In the summer of
1986, the Egyptian government formally turned
down a U.S. request for the nuclear-powered
aircraft carrier USS Enterprise (CVN-65) to sail
through the Suez Canal. Heading home from
the Indian Ocean, U.S. officials described how
the USS Enterprise instead had to sail the much
longer route around the southern tip of Africa.
At a Washington press conference, Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger refused to discuss
Egypt's motivations for barring the nuclear
carrier. Pentagon and State Department appeals
that certain nuclear ships had been allowed to
make the transit had little effect on the Egyptian
government.174

transit during the Gulf War in 1990-1991.
This, however, was only after Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney personally sought
permission to send the USS Dwight D.
Eisenhower (CVN-69) through the Canal.176
The nuclear cruisers USS Mississippi (CGN-40)
and USS Virginia (CGN-38) were also allowed
to transit,177 as was the nuclear carrier USS
Theodore Roosevelt (CVN-71), though nuclear
submarines were barred.
Despite these
experiences, however, nuclear ship transits will
always be hostage to the political circumstances
of the day.
So when the USS Theodore
Roosevelt once more was allowed to use the
Canal in July 1993, permission was only
granted when the U.S. Navy agreed to pay $1.2
million in transit fees and Egyptian authorities
provided tight security on both sides of the
Canal as the nuclear ship passed.178

"We have been dealing with this potential
problem for 30 years," director of Naval
Nuclear
Propulsion
Admiral
McKee
acknowledged during congressional hearings in
February 1987 when discussing the problem of
nuclear transits and port visits:
The Enterprise and Arkansas have gone
through [the Suez Canal] but we have had a
running argument with the Egyptians for
eight years, starting before I came to Naval
Reactors, and it really gets down to the
question of accepting our assurances that we
will take the same precautions overseas that
we do in our own country. Dealing with
foreign nuclear sensitivities is getting harder
and harder. Chernobyl restarted the clock on
the argument with the Egyptians.
Elaborating on why Egypt bans nuclear
transits, Admiral McKee said: "Part of it is
money, pure and simple. They say, we will let
you come through if you will pay a premium
for nuclear ships and give us money to build
hospitals, so in case you have an accident, we
can take care of the casualties. The bill gets
very, very large."175
Although the Egyptian ban on nuclear
transits of the Suez Canal has remained in
effect, nuclear-powered ships were allowed to
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Part III:
Wartime Use
When the air war later commenced against
targets in North Vietnam, again the
conventional aircraft carriers USS Ticonderoga
and USS Constellation were the first to launch
strikes.182 Likewise, the Navy's participation in
Operation Rolling Thunder, the first large-scale
bombing campaign against North Vietnam,
began on 26 March 1965 with air strikes
launched from the USS Hancock (CV-19) and
USS Coral Sea (CV-43).183

A: The Nuclear Carrier Enterprise
in the Vietnam War
Initial Deployment
From the beginning of the Vietnam War,
naval nuclear power was unavailable for
combat.
In the spring of 1964, four
conventional carriers -- the USS Ticonderoga
(CV-14), USS Bon Homme Richard (CV-31),
USS Constellation (CV-64), and USS Kitty
Hawk (CV-63) -- deployed to the Western
Pacific. The USS Kitty Hawk was assigned the
first "Yankee Team" navy missions. And when
North Vietnamese gunboats attacked the USS
Maddox (DD-731) on 2 August, it was aircraft
from the USS Ticonderoga that responded.179

The tempo of operations caused the Navy to
shift carriers from the Atlantic Fleet to the
Pacific in Southeast Asia (Task Force 77). The
first Atlantic carrier to do so was the USS
Independence, which departed Norfolk on 10
May 1965 and arrived at Subic Bay on 17 June
after steaming around Africa, bringing the
number of aircraft carriers assigned to Task
Force 77 to five for the first time.184

Even four months after the first carriers were
dispatched, when Congress passed the so-called
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution on 10 August
authorizing the President to "take all necessary
measures to repel any armed attack against the
forces of the United States and to prevent
further aggression," the Navy responded by
dispatching the conventional carriers USS
Kearsarge (CV-33) and USS Ranger (CV-61).180

From the beginning of the Vietnam
War, naval nuclear power was
unavailable for combat.
The Navy's nuclear carrier, the USS
Enterprise, also homeported at Norfolk at the
time, had returned from the "Sea Orbit"
demonstration cruise seven months earlier. But
the USS Enterprise was unable to join the USS
Independence because it had to go into drydock
between November 1964-July 1965 to have new
nuclear fuel installed in its eight nuclear
reactors. (The new cores lasted until 1970,
185
when the carrier was again refueled).
The
USS Enterprise was not ready for its first
Vietnam deployment until late October 1965,
more than a year after the first carrier
operations took place.186

As for the Navy's nuclear ships, they were
busy conducting public relations. On 31 July
1964, the nuclear carrier USS Enterprise and
the cruisers USS Long Beach (CGN-9) and USS
Bainbridge (CGN-25) were ordered from the
Mediterranean Sea on a cruise around the world
to demonstrate the operational independence of
nuclear-powered ships on the world oceans.
The new supercarrier "nuked" around Africa
and sped across the Indian and Pacific
Oceans,181 while its conventional sister ships
were busy in the Gulf of Tonkin.
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The USS Enterprise left Norfolk on 26
October 1965, spent a total of 131 days onstation between December 1965-June 1966, and
then proceeded to Alameda, California, its new
West Coast homeport. From there, the USS
Enterprise made five additional Vietnam War
cruises and spent a total of 669 days on-station
until Congress ordered the cessation of all
combat operations in Southeast Asia on 15
August 1973.187

Additional Aircraft Space
Rear Admiral Henry L. Miller, who
commanded the USS Enterprise when it first
went into combat, told Congress in 1966 that
his ship carried one more squadron than any of
the big conventional carriers due to the
additional deck space afforded by the
elimination of smokestacks, air intakes, and
other items to support conventional boilers.189
The claim is fallacious. On its six war
deployments, the USS Enterprise carried nine
squadrons on four occasions and ten on two.190
But most conventional carriers also carried nine
squadrons, and six conventional carriers even
made deployments with 10 squadrons. In fact,
the USS Ranger made three 10-squadron
deployments -- more than any other carrier
(including the USS Enterprise) in the war.
Moreover, the USS Kitty Hawk, which made
six war deployments -- five with nine squadrons
and one with 10, even carried 11 squadrons
during a November 1973-July 1974 deployment
-- more than any other carrier. For comparison,
during an additional deployment from
September 1974-May 1975, the USS Enterprise
carried only nine squadrons.191 The Enterprise
also did not take on more squadrons or
detachments than conventional carriers during
the war (see Table 5).192

The Navy's promotional statistics in
relation to additional aircraft space,
increased speed, time on-station, and
war performance were neither always
correct nor complete, and failed to
substantiate these exaggerated claims.
The deployment of the USS Enterprise in the
Vietnam War, the first time nuclear propulsion
was used in wartime, was a high profile affair,
and the subject of much interest. During a
Senate debate on 16 August 1966, for example,
an elated Senator George Aiken told his
colleagues, "I happened to be in Saigon on the
2d [sic] of December, which was the day that
the Enterprise went into action in that area.
Everybody was talking about the Enterprise
running circles around the conventional
powered Navy ships that we had there."188

Increased Speed

Such rhetoric helped convince Congress to
support building more nuclear carriers. There
were no independent assessments of nuclear
versus conventional performance, however.
The nuclear carriers' record was a product of
publicity and hearsay, driven by budgetary and
technological ambitions. Our study shows the
Navy's promotional statistics in relation to
additional aircraft space, increased speed, time
on-station, and war performance were neither
always correct nor complete, and failed to
substantiate these exaggerated claims.

In addition to aircraft capacity, the Navy
provided other examples of the unique
characteristics of nuclear-powered warships,
including their increased speed of deployment.
For example, Admiral Miller described in a
paper to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
in 1966 how the USS Enterprise deployed from
Norfolk "without any prepositioned oilers or
replenishment vessels, whereas conventional
warships would have required refueling several
times en route," thus taking longer.193
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The claim is again false.
The USS
Enterprise did not make its deployments faster
than conventionally powered aircraft carriers
deploying from the East Coast.
Between
leaving Norfolk on 26 October 1965 and
arriving on-station off Vietnam on 2 December,
the USS Enterprise was underway for 38 days.
Turnover to 7th Fleet control ("in-chop") was
made after 27 days. For comparison, the USS
Independence (CV-62) in-chopped after only 26
days on its first war deployment, while the USS
America (CV-66) in-chopped after 27 days of
steaming on its third war deployment.194 When
the USS Saratoga deployed from the East Coast
on 11 April 1972, it made its deployment in
only 37 days, or one day less than the USS
Enterprise, in-chopping after 28 days and taking
only nine days to get on-station for
operations.195 The USS Saratoga's deployment
was the fastest East Coast deployment done
during the Vietnam war.

could be best utilized in the vast reaches of the
Pacific."198 Secretary of the Navy Paul Nitze
told a Navy League conference on 27 October
1967 that the Navy could "deploy a nuclearpowered ship from the West Coast to the South
China Sea in 9 days while a normal transit for
conventionally powered ships is close to 15
days."199
However, in the real world,
deployments did not happen that way. Instead,
the average deployment time from homeport to
in-chop with Task Force 77 off Vietnam for the
USS Enterprise was 25 days.200
Even once moved to the Pacific, the USS
Enterprise did not deploy significantly faster
than many conventional carriers. The fastest
cruise from Alameda to on-line off Vietnam
took 21 days, from 12 September-3 October
1972. For comparison, the USS Midway (CV41) made the same distance in only 20 days,
between 10-30 April 1972. The fastest cruise
between
out-chop
and
Alameda
was
accomplished by the USS Ticonderoga (CV-14)
in December 1964, making the distance in only
six days.201

Nuclear propulsion did not free up the USS
Enterprise from replenishment.
Although
capable of storing more jet fuel than
conventional carriers, "UNREPS were a daily
occurrence," the commander later described in
his annual cruise report.
"The numerous
underway replenishments caused a wear and
component failure rate of winches far in excess
of previous experienced." As many as 152
replenishments were conducted.196

Time on-station
Throughout the entire Vietnam War, a total
of 21 aircraft carriers made 86 war cruises and
spent a total of 9,178 days on-station off
Vietnam. In 1966, nine attack carriers, the
hybrid USS Intrepid (CVS-11), and four antisubmarine warfare (ASW) carriers spent a total
of 1,253 days on-station, a 17 percent increase
over 1965. In 1967, 10 attack carriers and four
ASW carriers spent 1,197 days on-station.
During 1970, aircraft carriers spent only 755
days on-station, and in 1971 the level of activity
was even lower with only 587 days on-station.202

At the time of the USS Enterprise's first
deployment, the Navy decided to transfer all of
its nuclear-powered surface ships to the Pacific
Fleet. The USS Enterprise and the cruiser USS
Bainbridge (CGN-25) both changed homeports
in 1965, while the USS Long Beach (CGN-9)
and USS Truxtun (CGN-35) followed in
1966.197 The decision to transfer the nuclear
surface fleet to the Pacific was based on a study
that had been underway for sometime on the
operating experience gained with the nuclearpowered surface ships. "It was deemed," said
the Navy, "that the [nuclear] task force, with its
long endurance, self-sufficiency, and versatility

In arguing for construction of more nuclear
ships in the mid-1960s, the Chief of Naval
Operations told the Secretary of the Navy that
"one of the primary measures of task group
effectiveness" during combat operations "is the
percent of time the group is able to remain on-
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station to conduct strike operations."203

Finally,
turnaround
time
between
deployments was reduced to increase the
availability of carriers. The USS Hancock, for
example, left its homeport on 10 November
1965, only 164 days after returning from its
first war deployment.
The Hancock's
turnaround record was further shortened several
times, with USS Kitty Hawk setting the
Vietnam War record of only 145 days in
homeport in 1966. For comparison, the USS
Enterprise's shortest turnaround was 150 days
between returning from its first war deployment
on 21 June 1966 and deploying again on 19
November.
The USS Enterprise's longest
turnaround was 343 days, forced upon the
carrier between 2 July 1969 and 11 June 1971
by a nuclear refueling overhaul.207
No
conventional carrier experienced a similar
turnaround balloon.

Using the measure of time on-station, the
USS Kitty Hawk was the most effective task
group achieving an average of 69.5 percent online for each deployment. The USS Kitty
Hawk's best performance was 79.3 percent
achieved during its last deployment between 17
February-28 November 1972.
The USS
Enterprise came in third after the USS Coral
Sea with an average of 66.3 percent on-station.
The longest on-station period accomplished in
the Vietnam War was achieved by the oilpowered USS Ranger in January-March 1965
(59 consecutive days). For comparison, the
USS Enterprise's longest on-station period was
between 2 December 1965-15 January 1966 (45
days) (see Table 6).204

War Performance

The
longest
on-station
period
accomplished in the Vietnam War was
achieved by the oil-powered USS
Ranger.

Overall in the Vietnam period, the USS
Enterprise's days on-station ranked only seventh
after much older carriers like the USS Hancock
and USS Oriskany, which spent 842 and 782
days on-station, respectively.
The record
number of days on-station was set by the World
War II carrier USS Coral Sea, which achieved
876 days on-station -- or more than 30 percent
longer than the 14-year younger USS
Enterprise.
Likewise, the USS Enterprise
performed six war cruises, only sixth best after
older carriers like the USS Hancock and USS
Oriskany, which accomplished eight and seven
cruises, respectively.208 (see Table 7).

Aircraft carriers operating with Task Force
77 on Yankee Station were normally maintained
for up to five weeks at a time. As mentioned
above, the Pacific Fleet had too few carriers,
and in order to offset the shortage and keep as
many carriers as possible off Vietnam, several
measures were taken. One of these involved
extending on-station periods beyond the normal
three weeks.205
Another measure to overcome carrier
shortages involved extending the length of
deployments beyond the normal six months.
This record was set by the USS Coral Sea
spending 331 days away from home from 7
December 1964-1 November 1965; again, the
longest deployment done by the USS Enterprise
was only 274 days, from 12 September 1972-12
June 1973.206

Table 8 compares the USS Enterprise's
performance in Vietnam with six conventional
carriers in terms of days deployed, days onstation, days off the line, and the number of offline periods. The average for each of these
categories compared with the number of war
cruises conducted by the individual carrier is
also calculated. According to this data, the USS
Enterprise neither deployed the most, nor stayed
longest on-station, nor achieved more on-station
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periods than the conventional carriers.

operating from the largest carrier afloat," the
USS Enterprise's cruise report later observed,
"the
ENTERPRISE/CVW-9
team
quite
naturally flew a large number of sorties."212
Overall, the USS Enterprise did not perform
better than conventional carriers in the Vietnam
War, yet the selected record of "achievements"
was directly used as proof to justify
procurement of new nuclear carriers.

On average, the USS Coral Sea conducted
the longest war cruises typically lasting 256
days compared with the USS Enterprise's 227
days. In fact, all the conventional carriers
examined had longer average deployments than
the nuclear carrier. The USS Kitty Hawk had
the longest average on-station periods lasting
134 days of each deployment, compared with
the USS Enterprise's 111 days on-station.
Moreover, the nuclear carrier on average
achieved fewer on-station periods than any of
the
conventional
carriers
during
each
deployment.

B: Nuclear Carriers in the Gulf War
The lesser achievements of nuclear-powered
carriers in the Vietnam War can be partially
attributed to the fact that only one ship of the
type was in existence. In the Gulf War of 19901991, however, with six nuclear carriers in the
fleet, the invisibility of nuclear propulsion is
indeed a mystery. Of the six aircraft carriers
involved in combat, only one -- the USS
Theodore Roosevelt (CVN-71) -- was nuclearpowered.

During the USS Coral Sea's record 331-day
deployment between 7 December 1964 and 1
November 1965, the ship steamed 105,000
nautical miles, and the air wing (CVW-15) flew
over 10,800 combat sorties, participating in 160
major strikes, dropping over 6,000 tons of
ordnance, and recording over 16,500 launches.
During one shorter deployment of 132 days
between July 1967 and April 1968 (199 days
shorter), the USS Coral Sea launched 11,328
combat and combat support sorties, nearly 10
percent more than during the record length
cruise in 1964-1965.209

Nuclear-powered aircraft carriers were
largely unavailable for deployment in
the Gulf War.
Instead it was
conventionally powered carriers that
were sent to do battle with Iraq.

When the USS Enterprise went on-station on
2 December 1965 as the first nuclear-powered
ship ever to engage in combat, a total of 137
sorties were flown on its first day. On the
following day the USS Enterprise set a record
of 165 sorties.210 But as experience was gained
in the war, such records were broken numerous
times. On 10 March 1971, the USS Ranger and
USS Kitty Hawk set a record 233 strike sorties
for one day on Yankee Station and went on
during the ensuing six-day period to break all
strike effectiveness records of the previous three
years.211

Nuclear-powered aircraft carriers were
largely unavailable for deployment in the Gulf
War. Just like at the beginning of the Vietnam
War, the USS Enterprise (CVN-65) was up for
a nuclear refueling and could not sail. The USS
Nimitz (CVN-68) had returned from a
deployment in June 1990 and was not ready to
deploy, and the USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70)
was preparing to enter Puget Sound Naval
shipyard in October 1990 for a year-long
overhaul. The newest carrier at the time, USS
Abraham Lincoln (CVN-72), had been
commissioned in November 1989 but was
shifting homeport from Norfolk, Virginia, to
Alameda, California, and would not be ready

Nuclear power was not the decisive factor in
air wing performance; ship size was. "As the
largest all jet [sic] Air Wing in the Navy,
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for deployment until mid-1991.213

conventional carriers and only 2.8 months for
USS Roosevelt (see Table 9).

Instead it was conventionally powered
carriers that were sent to do battle with Iraq.
Although the nuclear-powered carrier USS
Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN-69) was initially
dispatched from its routine deployment with the
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean Sea to respond
to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, it was at the end
of its cruise and was routinely "rotated" back to
the United States before Operation Desert Storm
began. Indeed, there is no indication that the
Navy made use of the "unique capabilities" of
nuclear power for the sake of reducing
replenishment, making high-speed transits,
achieving higher operational rates, or longer onstation periods.
Conventionally powered
warships fully matched -- and often exceeded -the performance of their nuclear counterparts.

Response to the Iraqi Invasion
When Iraq invaded Kuwait on 2 August
1990, the U.S. Navy coincidentally had two
aircraft carriers nearby: the conventionally
powered USS Independence (CV-62) in the
Indian Ocean and the USS Eisenhower in the
Mediterranean Sea. Almost immediately, the
USS Independence was dispatched to the
northern Arabian Sea and the USS Eisenhower
was ordered into the Red Sea.215 Since Egypt
did not allow nuclear warships to transit the
Suez Canal, the movement of the USS
Eisenhower from the Mediterranean through the
Canal required a personal request by Secretary
of Defense Dick Cheney to Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak.216

Composition of various carrier battle groups
deployed in the Gulf War also give no
indication that nuclear propulsion was used to
"speed up" deployment, either in assigning
individual carriers fewer oil-burning escort
ships, in lessening the need for slower supply
ships in the battle group, or by letting nuclear
carriers sail the longest distances. In terms of
propulsion, the composition of battle groups
was completely random, and the assignment of
only three nuclear cruisers in the war shows that
the Navy did not consider nuclear escorts an
important feature of even the USS Roosevelt
battle group.

The first aircraft carrier to deploy from the
United States was the conventionally powered
USS Saratoga (CV-60), which departed
Mayport, Florida on 7 August. Ironically, the
USS Saratoga would replace the nuclearpowered USS Eisenhower, which transited the
Strait of Gibraltar on 3 September back to its
homeport in Norfolk, Virginia.217 The USS
Saratoga, 34 years old in 1990, would then have
sufficient sustainability and endurance to remain
in the region throughout the war, and ended up
spending the most time of any carrier onstation, seven-and-a-half months in total (see
Table 9).218

Conventional carriers were the workhorses
of the Gulf War and its aftermath. Between
August 1990 and June 1993, non-nuclear
carriers were on-station almost 70 percent of the
time the U.S. Navy had aircraft carriers in the
Persian Gulf region, achieving a total of 38
months. Conventional carriers made double the
number of deployments of nuclear carriers.214
As in the Vietnam War, and in the period 19761988, nuclear carriers did not stay on-station
longer when deployed in the Gulf: the average
length of deployment was 3.2 months for

The deployment of the USS Saratoga and its
escorts overseas had been scheduled prior to
Iraq's invasion, but the first carrier to be
mobilized in crisis response was another
conventional ship, the USS John F. Kennedy
(CV-67), which departed Norfolk on 15 August
with only four days warning. In these four
days, the group accomplished the normally 30day process of locating and replenishing the
supplies
necessary
for
a
six-month
219
deployment.
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Navy explained to Navy Times.227

The conventionally powered USS Ranger
(CV-61) was the second carrier to deploy. Even
after months of preparation, and the now
looming offensive, it was announced on 7
December that the conventional ship would
depart the following day for the Gulf region as
part of President Bush's announcement of a
doubling of U.S. forces on 8 November.220

Carrier Placement
Carrier operations during the Gulf War were
split between the Red Sea, Gulf of
Oman/Northern Arabian Sea, and the Persian
Gulf. As the war got underway, the USS
Midway (CV-41), USS Ranger (CV-61), and
USS Roosevelt initially formed the Persian Gulf
Battle Force (PGBF) with overall command
embarked on the USS Midway. In the Red Sea,
the USS Saratoga, USS America, and USS
Kennedy formed the Red Sea Battle Force
(RSBF) with overall command on the USS
Kennedy.228

The first -- and only -- nuclear-powered
aircraft carrier to deploy from the United States
was the USS Theodore Roosevelt.
Its
deployment was announced on 27 November,
and one month later, on 28 December, it
departed Norfolk together with the conventional
USS America (CV-66) carrier battle group.221

When coalition air strikes commenced on the
night of 16 January, two aircraft carriers, the
USS Ranger and USS Midway, were operating
in the Persian Gulf.229 Prior to Operation
Desert Shield, aircraft carriers had never
operated regularly inside the Gulf. The USS
Independence and USS Midway had made brief
entries into the Gulf during the mobilization
phase to test carrier operations in the confined
waters. The decision was made to send the
USS Roosevelt into the Gulf as well, and during
the war, the USS America joined the other three
carriers to increase the number to four.

The USS Roosevelt did not transit the
Atlantic faster than the conventional carriers.
The USS Kennedy completed one week of
training off the U.S. coast after leaving port on
15 August and began its Atlantic transit on 22
August, arriving in the Mediterranean after only
nine days on 30 August. Following various
turnovers, briefings, port visits, and exercises,
the carrier arrived on-station in the northern
Red Sea on 15 September.222 By comparison,
the USS Roosevelt departed Norfolk on 28
December223 and began an immediate transit.224
It entered the Mediterranean at noon on 8
January after 12 days transit,225 and a week
later, on 14 January, transited the Suez Canal
and arrived on-station in the Red Sea. The USS
America accompanied the nuclear-powered
carrier the entire time.226

The USS Roosevelt, which completed its
transit of the Suez Canal and entered the
northern Red Sea on 14 January, was ordered to
continue to the Persian Gulf immediately -- not
because of speed afforded by nuclear power or
independence from propulsion fuel -- but
because moving the USS Saratoga or the USS
Kennedy out of the Red Sea would have wasted
four months of integrated strike training done
by the two carriers.230 The result of decisions
made on the basis of real world military need
rather than nuclear public relations was that the
USS Roosevelt arrived in the Gulf two days
after bombing began, on the evening of 19
January,231 and conducted its first strike on the
day of 20 January.232 Thus the USS Roosevelt

The Navy had another nuclear-powered
aircraft carrier available at the time of the Gulf
War, but chose not to deploy it. The USS
Nimitz (CVN-68) was assigned to the Third
Fleet in the eastern Pacific from 1 January-16
March 1991, and while the Navy said it could
have sent the ship, the USS Nimitz was not
fully worked up. "And sending our carriers that
haven't been fully worked up only means
sending inexperienced aircrews and ships." the
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neither accrued advantage over the USS
America in its transit from the United States
because of nuclear power, nor was its nuclear
propulsion plant of any advantage in terms of
mobilizing the carrier quicker for deployment
earlier.233

forward positions to their conventional
counterparts. The operation of the nuclearpowered USS Roosevelt in the Persian Gulf
appears to have been partially constrained as a
measure to protect the nuclear propulsion plant
from mines and Iraqi attack.
The USS
Roosevelt's operational box was further south
than the other carriers, and nuclear cruisers
could easily have hit sea mines, because other
large warships were severely crippled by
them.238

The standard operational procedure for the
three carriers in the Red Sea was a six-day
rotation: Two carriers would launch strike
aircraft while the third would rest in an area
known as "gasoline alley" to replenish
munitions, stores, and fuel. Each carrier was
on-station for four days conducting either a
night or daytime cycle, then "off duty" for two
days. The off-duty carrier was still tasked with
standing various defensive air alerts.234

Air Operations
Aircraft onboard the six carriers flew 18,117
fixed-wing sorties during the Gulf War, of
which 95 percent were "combat" related. Of
the fixed-wing sorties flown, 16,899 were
combat or direct combat-support missions, and
the remaining 1,218 sorties were logistics
flights, functional check flights for newly
arrived or repaired aircraft, and other indirect
support activities.239 Far less than half (7,646
sorties), however, were actual strike sorties (see
Table 10).

As the war proceeded, aircraft carriers
operating in the Persian Gulf began moving
north closer to their targets. This began on 4
February, when the distance to the Kuwaiti
shore was decreased from 280 nautical miles to
250. After 15 February, the carriers moved
even further north to a distance of only 180
nautical miles from Kuwait City.235

The size of carrier air wings varied
considerably, depending upon the mission of the
carrier and the size of the aircraft carrier.
Compositions ranged from a low 58 fixed-wing
aircraft on the USS Midway to a high of 76 on
the USS Kennedy.240 The USS Roosevelt came
in third with 72 aircraft -- the same as the USS
Saratoga (see Table 17).

On 7 February, the USS America was
dispatched from the RSBF to augment the three
other carriers in the Gulf.236
Though
conventionally powered, the Pentagon later
described the USS America's move as taking
advantage of the generic mobility of an aircraft
carrier:
Mobility is one of the carrier battle group's
greater advantages. The America CVBG
[carrier battle group], initially used during
the Strategic Air Campaign against targets in
the western Iraq, moved from the Red Sea to
the Persian Gulf in early February. This redeployment reinforced the Persian Gulf battle
force's participation in tactical operations
against Iraqi forces in Kuwait.237

Composition of air wings was also varied.
The most strike-prone air wing was the USS
Midway with 48 strike aircraft, compared with
only 18 on the USS Ranger.
The USS
Roosevelt came in fourth with 36 strike aircraft,
the same as the USS Saratoga. All carriers had
20 F-14A Tomcats for defensive support, except
the USS Midway which tasked a portion of its
multi-mission F/A-18 Hornets for the defensive
role (as did other aircraft carriers earlier in the
war). Taking the allocation of F/A-18s for
defensive missions onboard the USS Midway

There is some indication that the nuclearpowered surface ships were positioned in less
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into consideration, the wing on the USS
Kennedy was the most offensively oriented with
40 strike aircraft.241

sorties in the first half of the war had there been
more land-based tanking available." Even after
the USS America departed the Red Sea on 7
February, the USS Kennedy and USS Saratoga
produced approximately as many sorties per day
as with three carriers. None of the RSBF
carriers reportedly experienced flight deck
problems that would have limited their sortiegenerating capability.248

Sorties actually flown by carriers were much
fewer -- about 50 percent less -- than were
originally estimated in war plans.
Prewar
assumptions were that six carriers would
produce 252 accumulated flying days in 42 days
of combat. In reality, the carriers only operated
six days at total capacity, and only 201 flying
days were achieved.242 Overall, carrier based
aircraft achieved an average of 1.1 sorties per
aircraft per day, including all carriers and all
off-line periods.243 During the first day of the
war, the Navy launched 228 combat sorties
from four aircraft carriers.244 On the last full
day of the war, some 600 combat sorties were
flown from six carriers.245

After the USS Roosevelt got on-station in the
Persian Gulf, the three carriers rotated, with
each
conducting
air
operations
for
approximately 15 hours during a 24-hour
interval. During the remaining nine hours, a
carrier would suspend its air operations. Onduty for the USS Ranger and USS Roosevelt
occurred during opposite portions of the 24hour interval -- with three hours of simultaneous
operations during turnovers. USS Midway's
on-duty period was roughly centered on one of
the USS Ranger's and USS Roosevelt's
turnovers.249 Even after the USS America
moved into the Persian Gulf, increasing the
number of available carriers to four, the Navy
largely continued operating three carriers onstation at the same time, with only two days of
four-carrier operations occurring between 4-23
February.250

Red Sea sorties during the Gulf War
averaged 3.7 hours in length, and Persian Gulf
sorties 2.5 hours. Many flights lasted as long
as five hours, and virtually every flight required
airborne refueling at both the beginning and the
end of the mission.246
Though Red Sea aircraft had longer distances
to their targets, flight cycles were more or less
the same compared with carriers operations in
the Persian Gulf. Each carrier would launch
aircraft for 14-15 hours, and then go off-cycle
to conduct maintenance and receive supplies.
Duty cycles were either morning (AM) or
evening (PM) and were specified as 00:00-15:00
or 12:00-03:00 to accommodate returning strike
recovery times. Each carrier flew two large
strikes with times-on-target generally nine hours
apart to allow for deck repair and weapons
loading. Air defense (CAP) cycle times were
AM or PM for 12-hour periods.247

Throughout the war, the Red Sea carriers
would typically have about five stand-down
periods, compared to four for carriers operating
in the Persian Gulf. Red Sea carriers normally
would stand down every five days or so, until
the USS America departed on 7 February, when
the two remaining carriers changed the intervals
to a stand-down every seven or eight days.
While the USS Saratoga had one stand-down
during the last week of the war, the USS
Kennedy had no complete stand-down period
from 17 February until the ceasefire ten days
later.

Flight operations from Red Sea carriers
reportedly were "tuned" by the availability of
land-based tankers sorties, and, according to the
Center for Naval Analysis, the RSBF "could
surely have mustered more strikes and strike

Persian Gulf carriers normally stood down
every 10 or 11 days, with the USS Ranger
having the longest consecutive period of air
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crew (see Tables 10, 18, 22, and 23).252

operations, lasting from 13 February through
the end of the war. While the USS America
stood down every five days while operating
with the RSBF, the carrier did not stand down
at all from when it entered the Gulf on 14
February until the end of the war.

On-station and off-line periods for each
carrier are shown in Tables 11-16. During the
Gulf War, there is no noted difference in the
stand-down cycles of the USS Roosevelt with
the conventional carriers. Operating cycles
were geared to warfare tempo dictated by issues
such as stamina, maintenance and replenishment
needs, distance to target, and availability of
external support such as aerial refueling, all
standard influences over wartime operations that
equally impact nuclear or conventional ships.

In three categories of flight operations, the
USS Roosevelt clearly demonstrated a higher
performance by launching more overall sorties,
more strike missions, more aerial refueling
sorties, and dropping more bombs than
conventional aircraft carriers in the war. The
USS Roosevelt's air wing flew 4,149 sorties,
corresponding to approximately 106 sorties each
day the carrier was operating. Aircraft flew
160 strike missions, 670 aerial refueling sorties,
and a total of 2,450 tons of ordnance were
dropped on targets in Kuwait and Iraq (see
Tables 10, 18, 22, and 23).

Strike Operations
Composition of air wings significantly
influenced how many strike sorties each carrier
was able to muster. In the initial phases of the
war, over 80 percent of all F/A-18 sorties were
assigned to defensive anti-air warfare. As the
Iraqi threat was perceived to diminish, more
and more F/A-18s were diverted to interdiction.
By the end of the war, 30 percent of F/A-18
sorties were directed at defense and strike
support while 70 percent delivered ordnance on
targets.253

To conclude that this accomplishment was
due to nuclear propulsion, however, would be
in error. The upper hand was not consistent,
and was achieved only because the USS
Roosevelt is a bigger ship -- not because it is
nuclear-powered.
Curiously, even in those
categories of flight operations where the nuclear
carrier did better than its conventional
competitors, performance fell far short of the
extra capacity cited by the Navy to justify
building an aircraft carrier with expensive
nuclear propulsion.
The Chief of Naval
Operations
Aircraft
Carrier
Handbook
specifically justifies the 50 percent higher
construction cost of the USS Roosevelt over a
conventional carrier because of its capacity to
carry 70 percent more aviation fuel, 50 percent
more ordnance, and a 20 percent greater
ordnance strike-up.251 But in the war, the
nuclear carrier only flew 13 percent more aerial
tanker sorties, dropped 14 percent more
ordnance, and accomplished three percent more
strike missions. In a cost-benefit analysis, the
USS Roosevelt's achievement was more than
offset by its 50 percent higher construction cost,
16 percent greater tonnage, and 16 percent extra

When nuclear carriers were being discussed
in Congress in 1972, Chief of Naval Operations
Admiral Elmo Zumwalt stated that Nimitz class
carriers (such as the USS Roosevelt) could
operate more aircraft, launch and recover twice
as many aircraft, carry 2.9 times as much
aviation fuel, and 2.7 times as much aviation
ordnance as that of the USS Midway class.254
Twenty years later, when the Navy put the two
carrier types together in the Persian Gulf, the
World War II carrier matched the strikeperformance of the new supercarrier.
Although the USS Midway had only two
steam catapults compared with four on the USS
Roosevelt,255
the two carriers achieved
approximately the same number of strike sorties
and strike missions, while the USS America and
USS Ranger were somewhat lower.
USS
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Midway launched a total of 1,660 strike sorties
(48.8 per day on-station) in 155 strike missions,
compared with 1,624 for the USS Roosevelt
(41.6 sorties per day) in 160 strike missions.
For comparison, the RSBF carriers only
achieved little over half the level of strike
sorties of the PGBF because of their longer
flight distance from targets (see Tables 10 and
17).

day. The USS Roosevelt had 57 missions in 22
days achieving a rate of 2.6 missions per day -or the lowest overall of the Persian Gulf carriers
(see Table 22).257
Looking only at strike sorties (those attack
sorties in which bombing was anticipated),
prewar estimates were also higher. Prewar
planning anticipated an average of 37 strike
sorties per carrier per day. The Center for
Naval Analysis concludes an average of 30 per
day were achieved in actual operations,258 while
our estimate is that an average of 36 strike
sorties were actually achieved. Of these daily
strikes, USS Midway achieved the highest with
48.8 strike sorties per combat day, compared
with 41.6 for the USS Roosevelt. Overall, a
total of 7,646 strike sorties were achieved,
corresponding to less than 43 percent of the
sorties launched from all aircraft carriers in the
war (see Table 10).

The high level of strike sorties by the USS
Midway is reflected in its air wing composition.
Unlike the USS Roosevelt, the USS Midway
air wing was used almost exclusively for
strikes, and its strike packages were generally
larger than those of the nuclear carrier. For the
first two days of the war, the air wings onboard
the USS Midway and USS Ranger in the
Persian Gulf shouldered the burden of offensive
operations.
During those days, the USS
Midway and USS Ranger flew more than 40
strike sorties per day in addition to the many
other types of sorties flown. Though this pace
of sorties could only be maintained for a few
consecutive days, strike packages launched from
the USS Midway were consistently larger than
those flown from the USS Roosevelt.256

Defensive sorties (Defensive Counter Air
and F-14 Offensive Counter Air) accounted for
4,865 sorties (26.9 percent) of all carrier
sorties. Initially, the USS Roosevelt provided
air and fleet defense for the other carriers in the
Persian Gulf,259 and defensive missions were
given a far larger share of the ship's overall
effort than was called for in higher level
tasking. As a result, interdiction (bombing)
missions were not met.
Defensive sorties
accounted for over 25 percent (1,240 sorties),
or 31.8 per day.260 As the war progressed,
however, and the Navy determined a lessened
threat to their forces by Iraq, the USS Roosevelt
dedicated an increasing proportion of its sorties
to strike warfare. Overall, however, the USS
Roosevelt expended about 54 percent of its
sorties on fleet defenses.261
USS Ranger
accomplished the second highest number of
defensive sorties, 1,004 in total, corresponding
to almost 26 sorties per day (see Table 10).

On day 37 of the war (22 February), the
USS Roosevelt finally leveled with the USS
Midway in the number of strike sorties. But the
USS Roosevelt only accomplished this because
the USS Midway had to stand down and
dispatch to Bahrain on 16-21 February for
repairs to its flight deck. Once back on the
line, the USS Midway continued its strike
missions achieving a total of 1,660 sorties
compared with the USS Roosevelt's 1,624 (see
Tables 10 and 19).
As Persian Gulf carriers moved closer to
targets, they achieved higher rates of strikes.
However, "kill-box" strike mission rates against
battlefield targets, were lower for the USS
Roosevelt than for conventional carriers. The
USS America had a far higher level of activity
achieving 62 missions in 17 days, or 3.3 per

The mix of sorties -- offensive and
defensive, and those directed against the Iraqi
"Navy" (called surface strike) -- changed
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significantly with time.
In January, for
example, surface strike sorties were often 20
percent of all sorties flown from the aircraft
carriers in the Persian Gulf. As the Iraqi Navy
was destroyed, however, this percentage
decreased to less than five percent by the
ceasefire. Likewise, defensive sorties declined
substantially with time.262

Red Sea, thus giving them the ability to restock,
repair, and rearm without depending on the
Suez Canal as their logistics link.270 As the USS
Roosevelt moved south from the Red Sea on 1516 January towards the Persian Gulf, and as the
USS America followed suit on 14 February,
logistic forces moved with them. Consequently,
on 24 February, there were only five CLF and

Though combat mission performance rates
for aircraft carriers operating in the Gulf War
were reported as exceeding 90 percent, and
much higher than peacetime rates,263 the combat
mission performance rate for aircraft on the
USS Roosevelt was lower than that of any of
the five conventional aircraft carriers in the war
-- between 81 and 83 percent. For comparison,
aircraft on the 45-year-old USS Midway had a
rate of 91 percent.264

Any alleged advantage of nuclear
power did not appear in the Gulf War
in terms of ship operations.
17 consumer ships left in the Red Sea, and one
of each in the Gulf of Oman and Northern Red
Sea, while there were 18 CLF and 71 consumer
ships in the Persian Gulf.271
Navy operating forces carry at least 90 days
endurance in most classes of supply ships,272
and given the duration of the Gulf War, support
capabilities were never seriously tested or
strained. Moreover, the logistic support ships
replenished carrier battle groups at sea much
more frequently than they did during peacetime
forward deployments.273 There is no indication
that nuclear propulsion made any difference in
reducing the reliance of the USS Roosevelt
group on its replenishment ships. For example,
both of the carrier battle groups that deployed
from the United States on 28 December, the
nuclear-powered USS Roosevelt and the
conventional USS America battle groups, each
had an ammunition ship and an oiler as part of
274
their escort,
and none of the accompanying
supply ships could exceed 20 knots in sustained
speed.275

Ship Operations
The Navy has stated that "the high
investment costs for nuclear ships are in a large
part caused by efforts to insure that they are
reliable and dependable." Nuclear ships have a
"high nuclear reliability (over 99 percent)."265
However, any alleged advantage of nuclear
power did not appear in the Gulf War in terms
of ship operations. There were no differences
in the readiness status of nuclear and
conventional carriers during their deployment
for the Gulf War.266
Altogether, over 20 major supply ships and
tenders supported U.S. naval forces in the Gulf
War,267 representing almost 60 percent of the
Navy's combat logistic force (CLF). Over 40
percent were there during the peak period from
January to March 1991.268 At the beginning of
the air war, there were 22 CLF ships in the
region, and 82 other consumer-related ships.
Nine CLF ships were in the Red Sea, five were
in the Gulf of Oman and Northern Arabian Sea,
and eight were in the Persian Gulf.269 Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia, was the Combat Logistic Stores
Facility for replenishment ships assigned to the

A comparison between the USS Roosevelt
and the USS Kennedy (the newest conventional
carrier) replenishment during the Gulf War
shows the USS Roosevelt conducted 63
replenishments in 183 days and the USS
Kennedy conducted 78 replenishments in 226
days. On average, both carriers replenished
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In-flight refueling was provided by tanker
aircraft from the carriers themselves as well as
air force tankers. Though a nuclear-powered
aircraft carrier is credited with being able to
store 70-90 percent more aviation fuel than
conventional carriers, the USS Roosevelt did
not carry more tankers than other carriers to
take advantage of the fuel supply.278 USS
Roosevelt's tankers, for example, flew only 12
percent more sorties than those of the smallest
wing, the USS Ranger (see Table 22).
The Navy was allocated approximately 42
Air Force tanker support sorties daily, or 16
percent of the aerial refueling sorties. The rest
had to be provided by carrier-based tankers.
After 13 February, each strike sortie from the
USS Roosevelt called for the inclusion of one S3 configured tanker. As the Gulf carriers
moved closer to Kuwait, the requirement for
aviation fuel diminished.279

once every 2.9 days during their deployments.

Carrier groups had no difference in
terms of assigned support ships,
indicating no logistical advantage with
a nuclear-powered carrier.
Oilers
were assigned to both nuclear and nonnuclear aircraft carriers.
During the war itself, however, the USS
Kennedy replenished 32 times while the USS
Roosevelt replenished 21. But this difference is
probably a result of the USS Kennedy's aircraft
having to fly much longer missions from their
position in the Red Sea to targets in Iraq and
Kuwait, thus requiring more fuel (see Table
23).
Nuclear propulsion also did not make a
difference in terms of taking advantage of the
extra aviation fuel supply available to increase
sortie
ranges
or
decrease
refueling
requirements. Despite a Nimitz class carrier's
cited ability to carry double the amount of JP-5
fuel of conventional carriers, the USS Roosevelt
was not employed in the Red Sea, where the
extra fuel might have been used to facilitate the
longer missions and additional fuel consumption
of aircraft. Overall, the USS Kennedy and USS
Saratoga air wings had sortie lengths that were
42 percent higher than Persian Gulf carriers.276
Moreover, Red Sea Battle Force carriers
transited back and forth between the Red and
Mediterranean Seas during Operation Desert
Shield, operations that could have made use of
nuclear power to reduce propulsion fuel
demands.
Extra jet fuel storage capacity
seemingly did not assist in striking targets in
Iraq. One of the motivations behind sending
carriers into the Persian Gulf was the inability
or reluctance of the Air Force to schedule
sufficient land-based aerial refueling in the
strike plans for strikes to be conducted from
277
carriers in the Gulf of Oman.

Ships themselves were refueled as often as
necessary (about once every three days) to keep
them well above 60 percent capacity. Preplanning had aircraft carriers and principle
battle group combatants refueling every five
days, but in practice refueling occurred more
frequently (about every two to three days),
especially to take onboard JP-5 fuel for aircraft.
While aircraft carriers can complement fast
combat support ships within the battle group by
refueling its own escorts, the availability of
oilers in the Gulf War precluded carriers having
to provide fuel to other battle force ships.280
Thus an additional "advantage" of nuclear
power was nullified in the real world, where the
Navy found adequate supplies.
Carrier groups, in addition, had no
difference in terms of assigned support ships,
indicating no logistical advantage with a
nuclear-powered carrier. Oilers were assigned
to both nuclear and non-nuclear aircraft carriers.
Supply of oil to conventional carriers, in
addition, was not a problem, given the Navy's
investment in CLF ships. "Overall fuel support
to Navy ships was outstanding," the Center for
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Naval Analysis concluded. "MSC [Military
Sealift Command] and Navy tankers provided
timely responsive support to meet all routine
and emergent requirements."281

easier to establish supplies in the Red Sea than
in the Persian Gulf. As a consequence, the
availability of pre-positioned ships with fuel and
ordnance in the Red Sea was more extensive
than in the Persian Gulf.286 Still, carrier supply
operations changed little with the onset of war.
"The policies and practices employed in peace
served equally well in combat -- the Supply
Department fought the war logistically just as it
had trained...," the USS Kennedy reported.287

Altogether, the six aircraft carriers dropped
12,000 tons of bombs on Iraq and Kuwait
during the war. Ordnance planning anticipated
much higher levels of consumption, given
inflation of the Iraqi threat and a more intense
ground war -- consumption per carrier per day
for the war was planned at 62 percent higher
than what was actually experienced.282 Thus,
given that the planned ordnance requirements
were based on a worst case scenario for a sixcarrier battle force operating for 60 days, none
of the carriers experienced any serious supply
problems.283 The USS Roosevelt air wing
dropped about 20 percent of the total ordnance
dropped by the Navy, some 2,450 tons.284 This
is more than was dropped by any other carrier,
but only some 250 tons more than was
accomplished by the USS Ranger (see Table
23).

In the Persian Gulf, the number of bombs
carried by aircraft increased with the different
phases of the war. The ordnance loadout for
attacks on the battlefield typically was double to
even triple the number of bombs carried by
aircraft flying strategic bombing missions.288
Though nuclear-powered aircraft carriers are
credited with being able to store more ordnance
and aircraft and launch more sorties, it was the
USS Saratoga and not the USS Roosevelt that
was first in these categories. On 30 January,
during the "battle of Khafji," the USS Saratoga
was able to launch its entire force of F/A-18
aircraft and deliver 100,000 pounds of MK-83
1000-lb. bombs, the largest amount of bomb
tonnage carried in a single mission.289

Ammunition was provided to the carrier
mainly from an ammunition-ship (AE) assigned
to each battle group. The carriers rearmed
nearly every one to two days, except when they
were off duty. The USS Ranger in the Persian
Gulf, for example, was rearmed 14 times by its
assigned ammunition ship. The USS Roosevelt,
also in the Persian Gulf, was first armed by the
USS Nitro (AE-23) which was later relieved by
the USS Kilauea (TAE-26). During the last 20
days of February (9-28), the USS Kilauea
rearmed the USS Roosevelt seven times
delivering over 1,600 short tons of ordnance to
the carrier and relieving it of 140 tons of
retrograde material.285
In the Red Sea, logistic support was similar
to that in the Persian Gulf area, and principle
CLF ships for replenishing carrier battle groups
tended to be the multi-product (AOE, AOR)
ships. There were some differences in the
composition of forces, however, because it was
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Part IV:
The Penalties of Nuclear Propulsion
nuclear carrier procurement and refueling
consume almost 20 percent of the Navy's annual
shipbuilding and conversion budget for the
period FY 1995 through FY 1999 ($1.2 billion).
After FY 2000, this commitment is expected to
increase about 40 percent (to $2 billion
annually).292
Adding two additional ships
beyond those envisioned (the 11th and the 12th
Nimitz hulls) would mean a further increase, far
beyond anticipated defense spending levels.

The question of nuclear propulsion is not
merely a matter of military performance. An
evaluation of the benefits of building aircraft
carriers with nuclear propulsion also must take
into consideration the penalties of nuclear
power: radioactive waste, extra costs, and antinuclear sentiments.
The environmental burden -- and to some
extent operational and decommissioning costs -are unclear and unaccounted for. The always
ardent dispute over who handles and stores
nuclear waste is a continuous and expensive
controversy. In addition, Navy and government
officials are continuously called upon to respond
to political quarrels abroad when nuclearpowered warships attempt to visit foreign
countries and transit controlled waterways.

While nuclear aircraft carriers only
make up about two percent of the hulls
to be constructed in the Navy's current
shipbuilding plan, nuclear carrier
procurement and refueling consume
almost 20 percent of the Navy's annual
shipbuilding and conversion budget.

The Financial Burden
Few question that nuclear-powered aircraft
carriers are more expensive to build, operate,
maintain, and decommission that their
conventional counterparts.290 The construction
lead time of a nuclear carrier exceeds that of a
conventional carrier by over 40 percent. Yet
construction cost is normally the only figure
presented to the public or readily available in
annual budgets. But a nuclear aircraft carrier
necessitates additional costs for a more
expensive power plant, production and
fabrication of nuclear fuel, the additional crew
to man and operate nuclear reactors, shorebased support facilities, overhaul and refueling,
disposal of nuclear fuel, and decommissioning
of the nuclear reactors.

The nuclear power plant for a Nimitz class
carrier costs over $800 million,293 of which
about one-third is for the reactor cores.294 The
industrial effort required to build a Nimitz class
carrier nuclear propulsion plant is a highly
specialized undertaking, requiring the setting up
of "special production lines" larger and different
from those producing smaller submarine
reactors. The engineering effort is equivalent to
that required to build the nuclear propulsion
plants for about 10 Los Angeles class
submarines or that required to build the nuclear
propulsion plants for about four Virginia class
cruisers. "The leadtime [sic] for procurement
of these large nuclear propulsion plant
components is more than 2 years longer than the
next most limiting hardware," the Naval
Nuclear Propulsion Program told Congress in
1972 as two Nimitz class carriers were under

While nuclear aircraft carriers only make up
about two percent of the hulls to be constructed
in the Navy's current shipbuilding plan,291
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construction. In fact, "It was known from the
start that delivery of these components would
control the construction scheduled for the Nimitz
class carriers."295 During the three fiscal years
1991-1993, the Navy plans to spend nearly a
billion dollars on reactor plant support
equipment,296
and almost $600 million is
budgeted for the Navy's nuclear reactors from
FY 1994 through FY 1999.297

are difficult to reduce once the ship has been put
in operation.
Because of the dangers of
radiation exposure, it is more expensive to
overhaul a nuclear-powered warship than a nonnuclear one.
Each refueling overhaul of a nuclearpowered aircraft carrier is a two-and-a-half year
financial undertaking of more than $2 billion,
far more than the cost of maintaining and
supporting a conventional ship over the same
time period.300 The refueling overhaul of the
first twin-reactor Nimitz class carrier, scheduled
to start in 1998, is expected to cost $2.3
billion,301 more than the anticipated cost of the
refueling overhaul of the old eight-reactor USS
Enterprise (CVN-65).302 The combined cost of
refueling overhauls for the 10 existing and
planned Nimitz class carriers adds more than
$25 billion to their original procurement,
making them the most expensive weapons in the
U.S. arsenal.

"DoD cannot afford to rely on an
industrial base that is dependent on
DoD for its existence."
Defense Secretary Les Aspin, 1994

Naval nuclear reactors are so highly
specialized that they require specialized facilities
for processing, testing, accounting, and
safeguarding. The fuel used in naval nuclear
reactor cores, for example, is completely
different from that used in commercial reactors
and the process required to manufacture the fuel
is unlike that used in connection with civilian
fuel manufacturing. "Except for NFS [Nuclear
Fuel Services in Tennessee, the sole supplier of
enriched uranium pellets]," the Navy stated in
1981, "no commercial or DOE facility can
presently produce or has the facilities to
produce naval nuclear fuel."298 In the post-Cold
War era, such a highly specialized naval nuclear
industry is at odds with U.S. defense policy.
The "DoD cannot afford to rely on an industrial
base that is dependent on DoD for its
existence," Secretary of Defense Les Aspin
concluded in his January 1994 report to the
299
President and the Congress.

It costs about $80 million each year to
modernize and perform major maintenance on a
Nimitz class carrier. This is about $25 million,
or about 48 percent, more than it costs to
support a conventional aircraft carrier. This
does not include indirect costs, such as the
physical infrastructure or bases, waste treatment
and storage operations, and personnel assigned
to the nuclear support facilities.303 "Work on
nuclear propulsion plants," the Navy stated
before Congress in 1982, "requires a much
larger investment in facilities, security control,
technical expertise, training, and quality control
than that required for fossil-fueled ships."304
The result of all this is that nuclear aircraft
carriers spend more of their service life in
overhaul and maintenance than conventional
aircraft carriers, and are less available or ready
305
for deployment.

Radioactive
materials
also
burden
maintenance and overhaul, complicating training
and certification, repair work, and complex
overhaul. In fact, overhauls and nuclear fuel
represent some of the most significant additional
support costs of nuclear ships compared with
non-nuclear vessels. They are fixed costs that

Nuclear propulsion demands safety, and
nuclear safety comes at a higher cost.
Compared to the engine room on a conventional
aircraft carrier, the nuclear-powered plant on a
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nuclear carrier requires larger engineering
billets and a bigger department. Moreover,
nuclear personnel generally have higher
educations and pay grades.
Likewise,
regulatory demands have continued to drive up
operating costs, causing substantial investment
in safeguards and accountability.
The
safeguards program required for naval fuel
fabrication facilities is now comparable to that
required for nuclear weapons facilities.306
Altogether, the result is an industry which is
unattractive from a civilian standpoint.

nuclear-powered
ships,
research
and
development of new reactors and operation of
land-based prototypes adds further to the cost of
keeping nuclear carriers in the fleet. Since
1979, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program
requests have totaled over $9 billion,309
equivalent to the procurement cost of more than
two aircraft carriers. Combined, in FY 1995
the Department of Energy and the Navy plan to
spend nearly $1.5 billion on naval propulsion
work.310
In short, less expensive and logistically more
simple conventionally powered ships are being
replaced on a less than one-for-one basis311 with
more expensive and more complex nuclearpowered carriers.

In the past, construction of nuclearpowered carriers has taken an average
of 7.2 years between funding and
commissioning, compared with only
4.2 years for conventional carriers.

The Burden of Radioactive Waste
Unlike conventional aircraft carriers,
nuclear-powered carriers produce highly
radioactive spent nuclear fuel requiring
containment from the environment for centuries.
The first nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, the
USS Enterprise, has expended 32 reactor cores
since it was commissioned in 1961. The carrier
is currently having another eight cores installed
at a refueling overhaul at Newport News
Shipbuilding in Virginia, and the new fuel will
last till the USS Enterprise is decommissioned
around 2014. Newer twin-reactor carriers of
the Nimitz class design each burn up at least
four cores during their lifetime.

Furthermore, the very long production leadtime of nuclear reactor components themselves
normally add two years to construction of
nuclear-powered carriers compared with
conventional ships. In the past, construction of
nuclear-powered carriers has taken an average
of
7.2
years
between
funding
and
commissioning, compared with only 4.2 years
for conventional carriers.307
Finally, at the end of their active life,
nuclear-powered aircraft carriers -- like all
warships -- will have to be scrapped. But
nuclear
propulsion
complicates
decommissioning,
driving
costs
up.
Decommissioning the first nuclear carrier, USS
Enterprise, around 2014 has been estimated at
about $600 million, or ten times the price of
308
decommissioning a non-nuclear carrier.
Added to this comes the yet unknown cost of
storing the spent nuclear fuel for hundreds of
years.

Radioactive waste requires special facilities
and personnel certified to handle the hazardous
materials, complicating maintenance and
operation and driving costs up. Handling and
storing radioactive materials is notoriously
expensive, and since the 1950s at least $10-20
billion has been spent on the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) facility at Idaho
where spent naval nuclear fuel is examined and
stored.312 Temporarily storing spent nuclear
fuel from the USS Enterprise in a special barge
at Newport News awaiting transit to Idaho costs

In addition to building and operating the
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$400,000 a month, and additional special
security costs associated with storing spent
nuclear fuel at naval shipyards add $1.5 million
per year.313 Costs incurred by the Navy for
transport, receipt, storage, and processing of
spent naval nuclear cores in the period 19811992 was over $330 million dollars.314 A new
cooling pond constructed at INEL to
temporarily stack spent naval nuclear fuel cores
cost $132 million in 1981 dollars.315 Likewise,
replacing conventional carriers homeported at
Mayport, FL, with nuclear carriers requires
nearly $100 million for construction of shore
maintenance facilities to support radioactive
materials.316 This cost was reproduced at a half
dozen nuclear homeports.

to protect the ship's crew from hazardous
radiation, the fission process in the reactors
irradiates cooling water, machinery, and
equipment which then has to be specially stored
and protected from human exposure.
Solid low-level waste includes machinery,
filters, plastic and clothes, and materials which
have been irradiated onboard the ship or during
maintenance and overhaul. Until 1970, some
solid waste such as contaminated ion exchange
resin beds was dumped at sea, but since then
such materials have been collected and packaged
in containers and buried on land at waste sites
licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) or a state under agreement
with the NRC. The Navy reports that solid
radioactive waste from the naval nuclear
propulsion
program
has
amounted
to
approximately 1.8 million cubic feet since 1961,
or an average of about 60,000 cubic feet per
year.319

After having produced nuclear waste
for four decades, the Navy still has no
permanent depository.

Medium- and low-level radioactive liquid
and solid waste is also created during
maintenance and overhaul when work is being
performed in the reactor compartments or waste
storage areas. Refueling and overhauling the
USS Enterprise at Newport News, in addition to
overhauling and building other nuclear ships at
the yard, has generated "more radioactive waste
than normal," a Department of Defense audit
report found in 1993. "Additionally, many of
the reactor parts and some ancillary parts must
be replaced. These parts are radioactive and
must be safeguarded and disposed of at
radioactive waste sites." In FY-70, when the
USS Enterprise was undergoing its second
refueling at the yard, there were 28,000 cubic
feet of radioactive waste at Newport News. In
FY-92, as the USS Enterprise entered its fourth
refueling, the level peaked at 19,226 cubic
feet.320

After having produced nuclear waste for four
decades, the Navy still has no permanent
depository.
Instead, the highly radioactive
materials have been stacked temporarily in
cooling ponds at INEL. Since 1957, the Navy
has sent over 500 shipments with a total of
about 1,000 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel to
INEL from ships, submarines, and land-based
test reactors. Over 600 tons of this waste was
reprocessed at the site until the Department of
Energy ceased reprocessing spent fuel in April
1992. An additional 300 shipments with 150
tons of spent reactor fuel were scheduled to
have been shipped between mid-1993 and mid1995317
(about 70 containers),
and
approximately 24 more nuclear warships are
scheduled to be refueled or defueled by the end
318
of FY 1995, the next nuclear carrier in 1998.
In addition to spent reactor fuel, nuclearpowered aircraft carriers also create a variety of
medium- and low-level radioactive waste
products, including both liquid and solid waste.
Shielded by thick steel and lead walls in order

In addition, accidents add to the waste
stream when equipment, clean-up gear, and
personnel is contaminated. On 17 October
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1992, for example, a nuclear spill occurred
onboard the USS Enterprise at Newport News
Shipbuilding. Four compartments and nine
personnel on the carrier were contaminated with
radioactive water when a welder failed to follow
standard procedures while welding a valve.321
Clean-up costs in such accidents further add to
the overall cost of nuclear propulsion.

coolant also had been leaked at Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii; Indian Island, Washington; and
Rodman, Panama. The Navy denied it was an
environmental risk and added that it was a "very
small amount of valve leakage that is
unavoidable and occurs on all [nuclear] ships
[and] is well understood and accounted for."324
No Waste To Go

While solid waste is buried on land, some
radioactive coolant water is routinely discharged
into the world's oceans. The Navy's nuclear
ocean dumping is exempt from international
treaties banning all such dumping from civilian
nuclear power plants, but the Navy claims its
dumping takes place "under strict controls," and
that annual discharges to international waters
have been exactly 0.4 curies for the past 20
years. Inside the 12-mile zone, the Navy claims
"less than 0.002" curies have consistently been
released to the environment.322

In June 1993, a Court ruling barred all spent
nuclear fuel cores from being shipped to the
INEL waste facility. The piling up of spent
reactor cores at the site for 40 years with no
permanent storage facility in place -- de facto
becoming a permanent dump site -- provoked
the State of Idaho to demand an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) before accepting any
more shipments. The Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program was unsuccessful in overturning the
court decision, but it managed to reach
agreement with the governor of Idaho for 19
interim shipments claiming the nuclear fleet
would otherwise choke in its own waste risking
disruption of vital naval operations.325

While solid waste is buried on land,
some radioactive coolant water is
routinely discharged into the world's
oceans.

Faced with the prospect of temporarily
storing spent fuel cores at naval shipyards, EISs
are now underway for the naval shipyards
where spent nuclear fuel is removed from
nuclear warships.326 Since all of the shipyards
have a long history which predates nuclear
propulsion, however, they also happen to be
located near populated centers in traditional
seaport areas. More than 1.7 million people
live within 10 miles of the six shipyards
currently defueling nuclear warships,327 and
storing nuclear waste down-town is likely to
continue to cause political frictions.

The largest amount of coolant water is
discharged when the reactor is heated up to
operating temperature, forcing the cooling water
to expand. This normally happens a few times
per month on each ship and the quantity
discharged each time averages about 500
323
gallons.
But while some of these discharges
are "controlled," others are not. In November
1992, for example, it was revealed that the
nuclear-powered cruiser USS Long Beach
(CGN-9) leaked some 109 gallons of primary
coolant while moored at San Diego Naval
Station over a period of two weeks. Navy
documents released to the San Diego Union said
the primary relief valve that helps regulate the
discharge of radioactive cooling water
overboard had malfunctioned, and that primary

Public trust in the Navy's nuclear operations
is vital if this plan is to go ahead. The Navy is
exceedingly conscious of the vulnerability of its
nuclear program to public opinion.
Navy
instructions warn that, "because of public
reaction, even a minor accident could have a
serious impact on the Navy and on the operation
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More than 1.7 million people live
within 10 miles of the six shipyards
currently defueling nuclear warships.
but information the United States refuses to
provide -- that no nuclear warship has ever been
able to visit.332

of its nuclear-powered warships throughout the
world."328 "Our whole business depends on
public trust and confidence," Admiral Bruce
DeMars, head of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program, told congressional lawmakers during a
1993 hearing on the transport of spent naval
nuclear fuel. "We recognize that. We exercise
it in forums such as this and we treat that as a
very important public trust. We publish the
details of our environmental and safety record
annually and, of course, send that to Congress,"
Admiral DeMars said.329
Yet
the
integrity
of
the
Navy's
environmental and safety record -- like
everything else in society -- is conditional on
unbiased control. During a 1993 congressional
hearing on EISs and the transport of spent naval
nuclear fuel to Idaho, Admiral DeMars assured
Congress: "The Navy is not seeking an
exemption from the National Environmental
Policy Act or from any other environmental
statute."330 At the same time, however, the
Navy was actively seeking exemption from the
Clean Water Act being considered by Congress
to bring all Federal facilities under control.
Subjecting the Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program to the Act, the Navy claimed, would
have "impugned" its allegedly clean, but
nonetheless
self-monitored,
environmental
record.331

During most of the 1980s, the Navy operated
a development program to open foreign ports to
nuclear-powered warships. In January 1982,
for example, the USS Nimitz (CVN-68) became
the first nuclear carrier to be granted permission
to visit the Spanish isle of Mallorca. "This
first-time visit for NIMITZ to the capital city of
Palma set [sic] the precedence for future U.S.
nuclear carriers to visit Spanish ports,"333 the
Navy reported. The Nimitz returned to the
island exactly one year later.334
The result of this decade-long naval
diplomatic effort, however, has not been
impressive. Although about 15 more ports were
opened, the number of countries accepting
nuclear
ship visits remained virtually
unchanged. Admiral DeMars told Congress in
April 1992 that nuclear-powered warships were
"able to enter over 150 ports in the U.S. and
abroad"335 in 1991. About one-third of these
ports were in the United States, while over 100
ports visited by nuclear-powered warships
during 1990 and 1991 were in 50 foreign
countries.336
As the carrier fleet continues to shrink,
homeporting one or more carriers overseas will
likely become more attractive to the Navy in
order to maintain continuous, or near
continuous, carrier presence in distant oceans.
Because of nuclear power, however, few
countries are likely to permit U.S. nuclear
carrier homebasing. One aircraft carrier is
currently homeported in Japan, but although the
country accepts visits by nuclear-powered
aircraft carriers, none have ever been
homeported there. At any rate, since the United
States is unlikely to move the extensive nuclear
maintenance apparatus needed to sustain a
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier overseas,
returning the ship periodically to the United
States for repair and maintenance would render

Operational Constraints
Nearly 40 years after the first nuclearpowered warships began operating, port visits
by nuclear-powered warships remain highly
controversial, and several countries continue to
not accept them because of concern over
radiological accidents.
While countries such as New Zealand have
outright barred nuclear-powered warship visits
to its ports, others such as Denmark accept
nuclear-powered warships in principle but
demand so much technical information about the
reactors -- information needed to assess
environmental effects of a potential accident,
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gains from overseas homeporting mute.

south than the other carriers. And nuclear
cruisers, which did not enter the Persian Gulf at
all, could easily have hit sea mines with serious
consequences.339

Anti-nuclear sentiments also continue to
hamper the Navy's maneuverability between the
Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. Although
Egypt on some occasions has permitted use of
the Suez Canal, the country maintains a general
ban on nuclear-powered warships transiting the
waterway. When the first U.S. nuclear surface
ship was permitted through in 1984, elated U.S.
officials called it a "breakthrough" for U.S.
diplomacy.337

Nuclear carriers are sometimes portrayed as
being virtually unsinkable. While undergoing
annual Operational Readiness Inspection off
Hawaii in January 1969, for example, the USS
Enterprise (CVN-65) was involved in a serious
accident. A Zuni rocket exploded on the aft
section of the flight deck causing a fire to
spread among several parked aircraft fueled and
armed for takeoff. Nine major caliber bombs
exploded in the fire, killing 28 crew and
injuring 343 others.
Fifteen aircraft were
destroyed before the fire was brought under
control.340 The Navy later used the explosions,
which had a force "equivalent of about six
cruise missiles," as an example of the hardness
of the ship, illustrating "the capability which
our ship designers and shipbuilders have
provided for our nuclear powered carriers."
The USS Enterprise "could have resumed its
scheduled air operations within hours, as soon
as the debris was cleared from the aft end of the
flight deck,"341 the Chief of Naval Operations
boasted before Congress in 1972.

"We have been dealing with this potential
problem for 30 years," former director of Naval
Nuclear
Propulsion
Admiral
McKee
acknowledged during congressional hearings in
February 1987 when discussing the problem of
nuclear transits and port visits. It "really gets
down to the question of accepting our
assurances that we will take the same
precautions overseas that we do in our own
country.
Dealing with foreign nuclear
sensitivities is getting harder and harder.
Chernobyl restarted the clock on the argument
with the Egyptians."338
Reactors in the Line of Fire
The risk of a nuclear-powered warship being
sunk or critically damaged by a mine or enemy
air and/or missile attacks has received
surprisingly little attention. "Blue water" naval
strategies are changing to operations in littoral
waters, or "brown waters," bringing nuclearpowered ships and submarines closer to land.

The ship's commanding officer at the time of
the accident, however, Vice Admiral Kent L.
Lee, was less impressed. He described the
dangers facing nuclear power at sea:
[W]e had 15-20 aircraft on the aft part of the
flight deck, loaded with fuel and fully armed
with ammunition, Zuni rockets, and bombs.
The safety of the ship was paramount. I
knew we had to flood the hangar deck with
the overhead sprinkler system and try to
keep the fire contained to the aft part of the
flight deck. With the minimal firefighting
equipment we had on the flight deck, there
wouldn't be much we could do. If the fire
had spread to the hangar deck, we could very
easily have lost the ship.342

To deal with such disasters, there is some
indication that the nuclear-powered surface
ships were positioned in less forward positions
to their conventional counterparts in the Gulf
War.
The operation of nuclear-powered
warships in the Persian Gulf appears to have
been partially constrained as a measure to
protect the nuclear propulsion plant from mines
and Iraqi attack. The nuclear aircraft carrier
USS Roosevelt's operational "box" was further
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Although high sustained speed is cited by the
Navy to provide "relative immunity from
torpedo attack," the Nimitz class carrier has
been fitted with a new torpedo (or side)
protective system.343
The system is not
foolproof protection of its nuclear reactors,
however. A 1991 major study for future carrier
design and technology (Carrier-21) by the
National Research Council, concluded that in
the future U.S. carriers will have to be at least
as survivable as the current Nimitz-class design,
if not more so, to maintain their effectiveness.344
In fact, bottom protection in the eight Nimitz
class carrier appropriated until 1994 is
inadequate to protect against large under-keel
torpedoes, but further increases have been
inhibited by a combination of harbor depth
restrictions and ship draft and inside volume
availability.345
The report also concludes that "available
studies show that hits on a carrier by one to
three or four large air-delivered weapons, such
as 500- to 1000-kg warheads of opposing cruise
or ballistic missiles, can put it out of action for
significant periods and make it more vulnerable
to a killing attack." Moreover, a nuclear carrier
"is also vulnerable to having its propulsion
machinery seriously misaligned, its magazine
exploded, and/or its back broken to torpedoes
designed to explode under the keel. Despite the
multilayered defenses determined to minimize
the chances of a hit," the National Research
Council concludes, "it must be accepted that a
determined enemy will be able to land hostile
fire on a carrier."346
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